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Abstract

The growing amount and diversity of functions to be implemented by
the current and future embedded applications (like, for example, in auto-
motive electronics) have shown that, in many cases, time-triggered and
event-triggered functions have to coexist on the computing nodes and to
interact over the communication infrastructure. When time-triggered and
event-triggered activities have to share the same processing node, a natu-
ral way for the execution support can be provided through a hierarchical
scheduler. Similarly, when such heterogeneous applications are mapped
over a distributed architecture, the communication infrastructure should
allow for message exchange in both time-triggered and event-triggered
manner in order to ensure a straightforward interconnection of heteroge-
neous components.

This thesis studies aspects related to the analysis and design optimisa-
tion for safety-critical hard real-time applications running on hierarchi-
cally scheduled distributed embedded systems. It first provides the basis
for the timing analysis of the activities in such a system, by carefully tak-
ing into consideration all the interferences that appear at run-time between
the processes executed according to different scheduling policies. Moreo-
ver, due to the distributed nature of the architecture, message delays are
also taken into consideration during the timing analysis. Once the schedu-
lability analysis has been provided, the entire system can be optimised by
adjusting its configuration parameters. In our work, the entire optimisation



process is directed by the results from the timing analysis, with the goal
that in the end the timing constraints of the application are satisfied.

The analysis and design methodology proposed in the first part of the
thesis is applied next on the particular category of distributed systems that
use FlexRay as a communication protocol. We start by providing a sched-
ulability analysis for messages transmitted over a FlexRay bus, and then
by proposing a bus access optimisation algorithm that aims at improving
the timing properties of the entire system. 

For all the problems that we investigated, we have carried out extensive
experiments in order to measure the efficiency of the proposed solutions.
The results have confirmed both the importance of the addressed aspects
during system-level design, and the applicability of our techniques for
analysing and optimising the studied systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

THIS THESIS DEALS with specific issues related to the system-level
design of distributed real-time embedded systems implemented with
mixed, event-triggered (ET) and time-triggered (TT) task sets that com-
municate over bus protocols consisting of both static (ST) and dynamic
(DYN) phases. We have focused on the scheduling of heterogeneous TT/
ET systems and we have studied the factors which influence the efficiency
of the scheduling process. We have also identified several optimisation
problems specific for this type of heterogeneous systems, and we have
approached these problems in the context of design optimisation heuris-
tics.

This chapter starts by presenting the framework of our thesis, namely
the area of distributed embedded real-time systems. We make a short
introduction to event-triggered and time-triggered execution of tasks, as
well as a brief description of static and dynamic transmission of messages.
We introduce both homogeneous and heterogeneous TT/ET distributed
embedded systems and we focus on the later ones, as they constitute the
motivation behind this work.

Analysis and design of distributed embedded systems has been and will
be a prolific area of research, considerably boosted by the variety of com-
munication protocols which are involved. This thesis is not the first and
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definitely not the last contribution in this area. In Section 1.3, the reader is
acquainted with other work related to the one presented in our thesis,
while in Section 1.4 we outline our contributions to the field of analysis
and design of embedded real-time systems.

Finally, Section 1.5 is a feed forward to the following chapters.

1.1 Design Flow of Distributed Embedded 
Systems

Today, embedded systems find their place in more and more applications
around us, starting with consumer electronics and appliances and ending
with safety critical systems in applications such as aerospace/avionics,
railway, automotive industry, medical equipment, etc. Quite often, such
systems are also real-time systems, as they are constrained to perform cer-
tain tasks in a limited amount of time; failure to comply with the timing
requirements leads to consequences whose gravity can vary from almost
imperceptible loss of quality in an MPEG decoder, up to catastrophic
events, like fatal car crashes when braking and air-bag systems fail to react
in time. Depending on the nature of the timing constraints, real-time sys-
tems can be classified into soft real-time systems, in which deadlines can
be occasionally missed without the system reaching an intolerable state,
and hard real-time systems, in which missing a deadline is intolerable
because of its possible consequences [Kop97]. This thesis focuses on hard
real-time systems.

Designing a hard real-time embedded system requires procedures for
guaranteeing that all deadlines will be met. If such guarantees cannot be
provided, then the system is considered unschedulable and most likely, its
implementation will not meet the requirements in terms of timeliness.

The continuous increase in range and number of applications entailing
the use of embedded systems [Tur99] is closely followed by an increase in
complexity of the applications themselves. Complex environments need
more and more complex control embedded systems. The growing com-
plexity of real-time embedded systems is also considerably increased by
their heterogeneous nature, which goes along several dimensions, like:
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 • applications can be data or control intensive;
 • the system functionality implies both hard and soft timing require-

ments;
 • the controlled environment can generate discrete or continuous stim-

uli; 
 • components inside an embedded computer system can interact among

themselves using different synchronisation mechanisms;
 • hardware implementations are based on heterogeneous architectures

in which one can find application-specific instruction processors
(ASIPs), digital signal processors (DSPs), general purpose processors,
protocol processors, application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs),
field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), etc., all organised in various
topologies and interconnected by diverse shared buses, point-to-point
links or networks;

 • the system includes both analog and digital components.
In this thesis, we have studied another dimension of heterogeneity,

resulted from the two different approaches to the design of real-time
embedded systems:
 • the time-triggered approach, in which the processing and communica-

tion activities are initiated at predetermined points in time;
 • the event-triggered approach, in which activities happen when a sig-

nificant change of state in the system occurs.
As we will see in Chapter 2, the systems which we consider support

both time-triggered and event-triggered processing and communication
activities.

In Figure 1.1 we present a system-level design flow (adapted from
[Ele02]) that starts from a high-level system specification, which may be
expressed in several languages, including natural language. The system
specification is later refined into an abstract formal model (which can be
captured in one or several modelling languages). Starting from the system
model, the methodology follows a design exploration stage in which vari-
ous system architectures are selected, different ways to map the function-
ality on the available resources are evaluated, and several alternatives for
scheduling and synthesis of the communication parameters are examined,
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so that in the end, the resulted model of the system will meet the require-
ments imposed for the current design.

In Figure 1.1 we marked with dark rectangles the phases in the design
process which are covered in this thesis. First, we developed a method for
scheduling and schedulability analysis of the activities in a heterogeneous
TT/ET embedded system. This analysis method is then used for guiding
the design process, and in particular we concentrated on the problems of
mapping of functionality, communication synthesis and the specific aspect
of partitioning the functionality into TT and ET activities.

1.2 Heterogeneous ET/TT Systems
In this thesis, we consider heterogeneous embedded systems in the sense
that they consist of both time-triggered (TT) and event-triggered (ET)
activities. In this section, we present the characteristics of such activities,
the typical mechanisms used for implementation and the advantages and
disadvantages inherent to each approach.

1.2.1 EVENT/TIME-TRIGGERED TASK EXECUTION

We start by describing first the execution mechanism of tasks in an ET and
then in a TT system. In this thesis we consider that the functionality of the
system is decomposed into a set of interacting tasks (2.4). A task is defined
as “a computation that is executed by the CPU in a sequential fashion”
[But97].

1.2.1.1 EVENT-TRIGGERED TASKS

In the event-triggered approach, the execution of a task is initiated by the
occurrence of a certain event which is related to a change in the system
state. For example, in Figure 1.2, task τ1 is initiated by event E1 which
appears at times t1 and t2. If the resources needed by task τ1 are available
at moment t1 (for example, the CPU is idle), then task τ1 starts its execu-
tion. The mechanism behaves similarly at moment t2.
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Usually, the system functionality is composed of several tasks and their
execution might lead to resource conflicts, like in the case when two tasks
are simultaneously ready for execution and only one of them can make use
of the processing capabilities of the system. Typically, such conflicts are
solved by assigning priorities to tasks and executing the task with the
highest priority. We present below one of the simplest and most common
approaches, the fixed priority approach, in which the priorities are stati-
cally assigned off-line to tasks and do not change at run time.

In order to implement a fixed priority policy for task execution, a real-
time kernel has a component called scheduler which has two main respon-
sibilities:
 • to maintain/update the prioritised queue of ready tasks;
 • to select from the queue and execute the ready task with the highest

priority.
The timeline in Figure 1.3 presents how two conflicting ET tasks are

executed by such a real-time kernel. In the first case, the kernel imple-
ments a preemptive policy for task execution. When task τ2 is initiated by
the occurrence of event E2, task τ1 will be interrupted because it has a
lower priority than the priority of task τ2. Task τ1 is placed in the ready
queue and it will resume its execution only after task τ2 finishes. In the

t1 t2
time

E1 E1

τ1 τ1

Figure 1.2: ET Task Execution

t1 t2
time

E1 E2

τ1 τ’1

t1 t2
time

E1 E2

τ1 τ2

τ2a) preemptive

b) non-preemptive

B2

Figure 1.3: Concurrent ET Execution of Tasks
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second case, the execution is non-preemptive and task τ2 has to wait until
task τ1 finishes execution. In this case, even if task τ2 has a higher priority
than task τ1, it will be blocked for an amount of time B2 and it will have to
stay in the ready queue until a subsequent activation of the scheduler will
find the processor available.

The advantages of the event-triggered approach are its flexibility and an
efficient usage of the available resources. However, taking into considera-
tion the overheads related to task switching, scheduler activation, etc. con-
siderably increases the difficulty of the schedulability analysis for such
types of systems.

1.2.1.2 TIME-TRIGGERED TASKS

In a time-triggered system, the execution of tasks is initiated at pre-deter-
mined moments in time. The main component of the real-time kernel is the
time interrupt routine and the main control signal is the clock of the sys-
tem. The information needed for task execution is stored in a data structure
called schedule table, where each task has a pre-assigned start time. The
schedule table is obtained through a static scheduling algorithm, which is
executed off-line and which eliminates the possible conflicts between
tasks by imposing appropriate start times.

For example, in Figure 1.4, we consider three periodic tasks running on
a single processor, each task being executed with period T. The schedule
table on the right side of the figure shows that the executions of the three
tasks τ1, τ2 and τ3 are started at moments t1, t2 and t3. Each start time in the
table is computed off-line in such a way that the execution of a task is fin-
ished before the next start time stored in the schedule table. After a certain

t1 t3 time
τ1 τ3

t2

τ2

Task Time
τ1
τ2

τ3

t1

t3

t2
Tss+t1 Tss+t3

τ1 τ3

Tss+t2

τ2

TSS TSS

Figure 1.4: Time Triggered Execution of Tasks
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time TSS, called the period of the static cyclic schedule, the kernel per-
forms again the same sequence of decisions.

The period TSS is computed as the least common multiple of the periods
of the individual tasks in the system. The case presented above is a very
particular one, as all three tasks have the same period T, which gives a per-
fectly harmonised system, and therefore TSS = T. In the general case, one
may notice that the size of the schedule table increases substantially if the
task periods are not harmonised. 

Also, a time-triggered system based on a static schedule table has a low
flexibility and is usually inappropriate for dynamic environments for
which it provides an inefficient processor utilisation.

However, the time-triggered approach has several important advan-
tages. Being highly predictable, deterministic, easier to be validated and
verified, it is particularly suitable for safety-critical applications [Kop97].

1.2.1.3 TASK EXECUTION FOR HETEROGENEOUS TIME/EVENT-
TRIGGERED SYSTEMS

When time-triggered and event-triggered activities have to share the same
processing node, the operating system for that node has to support concur-
rent execution of both categories of tasks. A natural way for such an exe-
cution support can be provided through a hierarchical scheduler.

The activities on a processing node that uses a hierarchical scheduler
are tasks in one of the following categories:

 • schedulers that implement a scheduling policy each;

 • application tasks that implement a part of the system functionality.
The execution of each application task is controlled by a scheduler. The

execution of each scheduler is controlled by another scheduler, or, in the
case of the top scheduler, by the operating system itself. Such an organisa-
tion leads to a hierarchy of schedulers, each with their own scheduling pol-
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icies and their own set of tasks to control (see Figure 1.5 for an example of
such a hierarchy).

1.2.2 STATIC/DYNAMIC COMMUNICATION

The previous section presented activation mechanisms of tasks in a real-
time system. We continue with a similar discussion but in the context of
communication activities in architectures based on broadcast buses.

There are two main features characteristic to broadcast buses:
 • all nodes connected to the communication channel (the bus) receive

the same messages; and
 • only one node can send messages at a time on the bus. This feature

enforces the usage of a bus arbitration method.
In the following sub-sections, we discuss two approaches to communi-

cation in distributed real-time systems:
 1. Dynamic communication (DYN), in which the communication activi-

ties are triggered dynamically, in response to an event.
 2. Static communication (ST), in which the communication activities are

Figure 1.5: Hierarchy of Schedulers

Operating System

Top Scheduler

Level 2
Scheduler

Task 1

Task 6

Task 2 Task 3

Level 2
Scheduler

Task 7

Task 4

Task 5Level 3
Scheduler
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triggered at pre-determined moments in time. For such a case, each
node in the system knows (from design time) exactly when and which
messages are sent on the bus, as well as how long their transmission
takes.

1.2.2.1 DYNAMIC COMMUNICATION

In the case of DYN communication, the trigger which initiates the process
of sending a message is the generation of the message itself (by the send-
ing task).

We will give an example of how messages are sent over the CAN bus,
which is one of the most used event-triggered communication approaches
([Bos91]). The CAN protocol is based on a CSMA/BA (Carrier Sense
Multiple Access with Bitwise Arbitration) arbitration policy, and for this
purpose each message in the system has a unique identifier associated to it.
Whenever the communication controller in a node receives a message to
be sent on the bus, it will have first to wait until the bus is available. When
no activity is identified on the bus any more, the message will be sent, pre-
ceded by its unique identifier. The identifier of a message acts like a prior-
ity, in the sense that if there are several nodes which transmit at the same
time on the bus, only the message with the highest priority will go through
and the other ones will have to wait the next moment when the bus
becomes available. The collisions between messages whose transmission
start at the same time are avoided by a non-destructive bitwise arbitration
based on the message identifier.

The collision avoidance mechanism implemented with bitwise arbitra-
tion is illustrated in Figure 1.6, where three messages m1, m2 and m3 are
simultaneously generated on three different nodes. All three messages
start being transmitted at the same time. Each message is preceded on the
bus by the sequence of several bits representing its priority. The bus is usu-
ally hardwired in such a way that it will always have the same value in the
case a collision appears. This means that if two nodes transmit two differ-
ent bits simultaneously, then only the dominant bit will be sensed on the
bus. The example in Figure 1.6 considers the case where the dominant bit
is 1, and as a result, after 3 bits have been sent on the bus, the first node
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gives up the transmission, as it sensed a higher priority on the bus than the
one sent by itself. The second node gives up after transmitting 5 bits. Hav-
ing the highest value for the identifier, the message transmitted by the
third node will go undeterred on the bus, while messages m1 and m2 will
be resent only after transmission of m3 will finish (of course, the bus
access mechanism will decide again which of the remaining messages
goes first).

1.2.2.2 STATIC COMMUNICATION

In Section 1.2.1.2 we presented the time-triggered execution of tasks.
Similarly, static (ST) communication activities are initiated at predeter-
mined moments of time. A consistent behaviour of such a distributed mul-
tiprocessor time-triggered system requires that the clocks in all the nodes
in the system are synchronised to provide a global notion of time [Kop97].
Such a synchronisation can be efficiently achieved through the communi-
cation protocol.

In this section, we detail the time-triggered communication mechanism
as it appears in the case of a TDMA bus. As we already mentioned, in the
case of a TDMA bus the bandwidth is divided into timeslots and each such
slot is assigned off-line to a node in the system. During its timeslot, a node
has the exclusive right to send messages on the bus. At run-time, if a node

m1: 11010010
m2: 11100110
m3: 11101000

Figure 1.6: CSMA/BA Bus - Bitwise Arbitration

Identifiers
1 1 1 <- Node1 stops transmitting
1 1 1 0 1 <- Node2 stops transmitting
1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 <- Node3 starts transmitting m3

Status of the Bus (as seen from each node)

time

CSMA/BA bus

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3
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has a message to send, it will have to wait until the system time has
advanced to the start of its pre-assigned slot. The periodic sequence in
which the timeslots are ordered represents a TDMA round.

For example, in Figure 1.7, one can see a distributed system with three
nodes connected to a TDMA bus. The bus cycle is composed of four time
slots, each slot being associated to a node. NodeA, for example, can send
messages only during slot1 and slot3 of each TDMA round, NodeB can
send only during slot4, while NodeC can send only during the second slot
of each round. In this way it is guaranteed that only one node transmits on
the bus at a time. The TDMA round in the example consists of the
sequence of slots 1, 2, 3 and 4.

A typical TDMA based communication protocol is the Time-Triggered
Protocol (TTP) [TTP01C]. In the case of TTP, every node stores locally
the information related to each of the messages in the system: sender/
receiver, starting time of transmission, message length, etc. A node will
send a message on the bus whenever the global current time reaches one of
the start time values which are stored locally. For example, in Figure 1.8,
NodeA starts sending a message mAB at time t1 relative to the start of each
bus round, during its pre-assigned slot in the first round of the schedule,
according to the information stored locally. At the same time, the commu-

Figure 1.7: TDMA Bus

TDMA bus

Node A Node B Node C

slot 1
A

slot 2
C

slot 3
A

slot 4
B

slot 1
A

slot 2
C

slot 3
A

slot 4
B time

Round 1 Round 2
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nication controller in NodeB will know from its own local table that at time
t1 it will have to start reading message mAB. At time t2, another message is
scheduled to be transmitted on the bus from NodeB towards NodeA. The
static schedule illustrated in Figure 1.8 expands along two bus cycles,
called rounds, and the sequence of such two consecutive rounds forms a
hyper cycle. The static schedule stored locally in each node is repeated
periodically with a period equal to the length of such a hyper cycle.

It is largely accepted that the static properties inherent to the TDMA
communication considerably diminish the flexibility of the system. Unless
bandwidth is reserved from the design time, adding another sending node
in the system requires a reconfiguration of the bus round, which usually
triggers many other updates and validations of the system design.

However, the determinism associated with the TDMA communication
has several major advantages: timing properties of the system are easily

Figure 1.8: Statically Scheduled TT Communication

TDMA bus

Node A Node B

Node ANode BC2t2mBA

Node BNode AC1t1mAB

ReceiverSenderLengthStart TimeMessage ID

Node ANode BC2t2mBA
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slot 1 slot 2 slot 1 slot 2 slot 1 slot 2 slot 1 slot 2

time

Hyper Cycle 1

Round 2Round 1 Round 2Round 1

Hyper Cycle 2

t1 t1t2 t2
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guaranteed, system composability is straightforward when extensions are
planned, etc.[Kop97].

1.2.2.3 HETEROGENEOUS STATIC/DYNAMIC PROTOCOLS 

Nowadays, protocols which support both static and dynamic communica-
tion are being developed and placed on the market. Examples in this sense
are Flexray [Fuh00], WorldFIP [Wor03] and FTT-CAN [Ple92]. The main
motivation behind their appearance was to provide a bus support which
combines the advantages of both ST and DYN approaches into powerful
and versatile protocols. 

In order to avoid the interferences between ST and DYN communica-
tion, interference that may have a negative impact on the properties of the
ST messages, such a mixed protocol has to enforce a temporal isolation
between the two types of traffic. The most common solution is based on
the so called communication cycle that is split into ST and DYN phases
that repeat periodically: TT messages are sent during a ST phase, while ET
messages are sent during a DYN phase ([Raj93], [Ple92]).

In Figure 1.9, we present a generalised model of such a protocol, called
Universal Communication Model (UCM [Dem01]), in which the commu-
nication cycle contains several static (ST) and dynamic (DYN) phases. A
system based on such a protocol will send the ST messages during ST
slots according to a pre-defined TDMA scheme and to an associated static
schedule, while the DYN messages are packed on-line into frames and
sent during the DYN phases according to an arbitration mechanism (like
CSMA/BA [Bos91] or mini-slotting [ARI629]).

Figure 1.9: Heterogeneous ST/DYN Communication Cycle
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The Universal Communication Model allows for the modelling and
exploration of a large range of mixed ST/DYN communication protocols
for bus based systems. This is why in the first part of this thesis, we model
the communication on the bus using UCM (Section 2.2). 

1.2.3 DISTRIBUTED EMBEDDED SYSTEMS WITH HETEROGENEOUS 
SCHEDULING POLICIES

There has been a lot of debate in the literature on the suitability of the
event-triggered paradigm as opposed to the time-triggered one, for imple-
mentation of real-time systems [Aud93], [Kop97], [Xu93]. Several argu-
ments have been brought concerning composability, flexibility, fault
tolerance, jitter control or efficiency in processor utilisation. The same dis-
cussion has also been extended to the communication infrastructure,
which can also be implemented according to the time-triggered or event-
triggered paradigm.

An interesting comparison of the TT and ET approaches, from a more
industrial, in particular automotive, perspective, can be found in [Loc92].
Their conclusion is that one has to choose the right approach depending on
the particularities of the scheduled tasks. This means not only that there is
no single “best” approach to be used, but also that, inside a certain appli-
cation the two approaches can be used together, some tasks being time-
triggered and others event-triggered.

The growing amount and diversity of functions to be implemented by
the current and future embedded applications (like for example, in auto-
motive electronics [Koo02]) has shown that, in many cases, time-triggered
and event-triggered functions have to coexist on the computing nodes and
to interact over the communication infrastructure (see for example in
Figure 1.10 the illustration of such a heterogeneous functionality mapped
over a distributed architecture). When time-triggered and event-triggered
activities have to share the same processing node, a natural way for the
execution support can be provided through a hierarchical scheduler. Simi-
larly, when such heterogeneous applications are mapped over a multipro-
cessor architecture, the communication infrastructure should allow for both
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static and dynamic message exchange in order to ensure a straightforward
interconnection of heterogeneous functional components.

Safety-critical hard real-time distributed applications running on such
hierarchically scheduled multiprocessor architectures are difficult to ana-
lyse. Due to the hierarchical nature of the schedulers, various execution
interferences have to be carefully accounted for during the timing analysis
that determines the worst-case response times of the system activities.
Moreover, due to the distributed nature of the architecture, message delays
have to be taken into consideration during the analysis. Such an analysis is

Figure 1.10: Heterogeneous TT/ET Distributed System
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further complicated by the particular characteristics of the communication
protocol that mixes both static and dynamic transmission of messages.

In order to cope with the complexity of designing such heterogeneous
embedded systems, only an adequate design environment can effectively
support decisions leading in an acceptable time to cost-efficient, reliable
and high performance solutions. Developing flexible and powerful tools
for the design and analysis of such kind of heterogeneous systems repre-
sents the motivation behind the work presented in this thesis.

1.3 Related Work
This section presents an overview of the previous research in the area of
analysis and system level design for distributed embedded systems. We
concentrate in particular on scheduling and communication synthesis,
with focus on the time-triggered and event-triggered aspects.

1.3.1 SYSTEM LEVEL DESIGN

System level design methodology is continuously evolving [Mar00], from
ad-hoc approaches based on human designer’s experience, to hardware/
software codesign, and currently to platform-based design [Keu00] and
function-architecture codesign [Bal97], [Dav99], [Lav99], [Tab00].

The design flow presented in Figure 1.1 illustrates only some of the
main problems that appear during the system level phases of design. For a
deeper insight into system level design aspects with focus on hardware/
software trade-offs, the reader is referred to the surveys in [Wol94],
[Mic97], [Ern98], [San03], [Wol03], [Mar03] and [Wol06].

System modelling has received a lot of attention, as powerful computa-
tional models and expressive specification languages are needed in order
to capture heterogeneous system requirements and properties at different
levels of abstraction [Edw97], [Edw00], [Lav99], [Mul04]. Typical hard-
ware architectures for embedded systems have evolved from simple ones
(involving only one processor and one ASIC), to distributed and heteroge-
neous ones (involving multiprocessor architectures distributed over a
large area or integrated on a single chip [Ben02]). Such an evolution has
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directly increased the complexity of the problems related to architecture
selection, mapping, partitioning and scheduling of functionality and has
led to the apparition of new approaches like those proposed in [Bec98],
[Bli98], [Dav99], [Lee99], [Wol97], [Yen97], [Hu03], [Jer04], [Nur04],
[Thi04] and [Ben05].

1.3.2 SCHEDULING AND SCHEDULABILITY ANALYSIS OF REAL-
TIME SYSTEMS

Task scheduling and schedulability analysis have been intensively studied
for the past decades. The complexity of the scheduling problems have
been analysed in [Ull75], [Sta94]. The reader is referred to [Aud95],
[Bal98] and [But05] for surveys on this topic.

A comparison of the two main approaches for scheduling hard real-time
systems (i.e., static cyclic scheduling and fixed priority scheduling) can be
found in [Loc92] and [Lön99].

The static cyclic (non-preemptive) scheduling approach has been long
considered as the only way to solve a certain class of problems [Xu93].
This was one of the main reasons why it received considerable attention.
Solutions for generating static schedules are often based on list scheduling
in which the order of selection for tasks plays the most important role
[Cof72], [Jor97] (see also 3.5). However, list scheduling is not the only
alternative, and branch-and-bound algorithms [Jon97], [Abd99], mixed
integer linear programming [Pra92], constraint logic programming
[Kuc97], [Eke00], or evolutionary [Sch94] approaches have also been
proposed.

For event-triggered tasks, in this thesis we are interested both in static
and dynamic priority based scheduling policies. In our work we will focus
our attention on fixed priority scheduling (FPS) and earliest-deadline-first
scheduling (EDF). For both policies, determining whether a set of tasks is
schedulable involves two aspects:
 1. The assignment of priorities to system activities, i.e. what priority

should be associated with each task and message in the system so that
the task set is schedulable.

 2. The schedulability test, which determines whether all activities in the
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system will meet their deadlines under the current policy.
In the case of EDF scheduling, the priorities are assigned dynamically,

at run-time, according to the criticality of each ready task, i.e. tasks that
are closer to their deadline will receive higher priorities.

In the case of fixed priority scheduling, the priorities are associated to
tasks off-line, before the system is deployed. In order to solve the problem
of assigning priorities to system activities so that the system is schedula-
ble, two main policies have been developed; they both work under
restricted assumptions, i.e. the task set to be scheduled is composed of
periodic and independent tasks mapped on a single processor:

a. rate-monotonic (RM) [Liu73] which assigns higher priorities to tasks
with shorter periods; it works under the constraint that task deadlines
are identical with task periods.

b. deadline-monotonic (DM) [Leu82] which assigns higher priorities to
tasks with shorter relative deadlines; this policy assumes that task
deadlines are shorter than task periods.

Under a particular set of restrictions regarding the system specification,
such policies are optimal. However, if, for example, tasks are not inde-
pendent, then the optimality does not hold any more for RM and DM pol-
icies. Therefore, in [Aud93], the authors proposed a priority assignment in
the case of tasks with arbitrary release times. Their algorithm is of polyno-
mial complexity in the number of tasks. However, for the case of multi-
processor/distributed hard real-time systems, obtaining an optimal
solution for priority assignment is often infeasible, due to complexity rea-
sons. A solution based on simulated annealing has been proposed in
[Tin92], where the authors present an algorithm that simultaneously maps
the tasks on processors and assigns priorities to system activities so that
the resulted system is schedulable. In order to avoid the large amount of
computation time required by such a general-purpose approach, an opti-
mised priority assignment heuristic called HOPA has been suggested in
[Gut95], where the authors iteratively compute deadlines for individual
tasks and messages in the system, while relying on the DM policy to
assign priorities to the tasks. Their algorithm has shown a better efficiency
than the one proposed in [Tin92], both in quality and especially in speed,
making it appropriate for being used inside a design optimisation loop that
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requires many iterations. As an example, HOPA has been adapted for the
design optimisation of multi-cluster distributed embedded systems
[PopP03b].

As mentioned above, another main issue in the context of fixed priority
scheduling is that of the schedulability tests. In this regard, there are two
main approaches used:

a. utilisation based tests, in which the schedulability criterion is repre-
sented by inequations involving processor utilisation and utilisation
bounds. However, such approaches are valid only under restricted as-
sumptions [Liu73], [Bin01], [Leu82], [And01].

b. response time analysis, in which determining whether the system is
schedulable or not requires first the computation of the worst-case re-
sponse time of the tasks and/or messages. The worst case response
time of an activity is represented by the longest possible time interval
between the instant when that activity is initiated in the system and the
moment when the same activity is finished. If the worst case response
time resulted for each task/message is lower or equal than the associat-
ed deadline for that activity, then the system is schedulable.

Response time analysis is usually more complex but also more power-
ful than the utilisation based tests. The main reason for this is because
response time analysis can take into consideration more factors that influ-
ence the timing properties of tasks and messages in a system. 

The response time analysis in [Leh89] offers a necessary and sufficient
condition for scheduling tasks running on a mono-processor system, under
fixed priority scheduling and restricted assumptions (independent periodic
tasks with deadlines equal with periods). In order to increase the range of
target applications, relaxing such restrictive assumptions is necessary.
Moreover, considering the effects of more and more factors that influence
the timing properties of the tasks decreases the pessimism of the analysis
by determining tighter worst case response times and leading to a smaller
number of false negatives (which can appear when a system that is practi-
cally schedulable cannot be proven so by the analysis). Over the time,
extensions have been offered to response time analysis for fixed priority
scheduling by taking into account task synchronisation [Sha90], arbitrary
deadlines [Leh90], precedence constraints between tasks [Pal99] and tasks
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with varying execution priorities [Gon91], arbitrary release times
[Aud93], [Tin94c], tasks which suspend themselves [Pal98], tasks model-
ling code with conditional branches [Bar98], tasks running on multiproc-
essor systems [Tin94a], [Pal98], etc. The fixed priority analysis has been
also adapted for the situation when tasks are running under the EDF
scheduling policy [Pal03].

In spite of the fact that the duality between different implementations of
scheduling algorithms has been suggested in [Dob01a] and [Dob01b],
where fixed priority scheduling has been adapted in such a way that it
emulates static cyclic schedules which are generated off-line, the growing
amount and diversity of functionality that has to be implemented on cur-
rent embedded systems has led to the necessity for concurrently using sev-
eral scheduling policies in the implementation of the application running
on a given system. In [Gon03], the authors present the schedulability anal-
ysis for a hierarchical scheduling policy called EDF-within-fixed-priori-
ties, that combines fixed priority and EDF scheduling. The assignment of
server parameters for a two-level hierarchical scheduler based on a
resource reservation approach has been studied in [Lip04]. In [Ric02] and
[Ric03], the authors model the multiprocessor heterogeneous systems as
components that communicate through event streams and propose a tech-
nique for integrating different local scheduling policies based on such
event-model interfaces. Another compositional approach is presented in
[Wan05], where the authors propose real-time interfaces and a component
model that support incremental design of real-time systems.

1.3.3 COMMUNICATION IN REAL-TIME SYSTEMS

Many safety-critical applications, following physical, modularity or safety
constraints, are implemented using distributed architectures composed of
several different types of hardware units (called nodes), interconnected in
a network. For such systems, the communication between functions
implemented on different nodes has an important impact on the overall
system properties, such as performance, cost and maintainability. 

There are several communication protocols for real-time networks.
Among the protocols that have been proposed for in-vehicle communica-
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tion, the Controller Area Network (CAN) [Bos91], the Local Interconnec-
tion Network (LIN) [LIN07], and SAE’s J1850 [SAE94] are currently in
use on a large scale [Nav05]. Moreover, only a few of the proposed proto-
cols are suitable for safety-critical applications where predictability is
mandatory [Rus01].

Communication activities can be triggered either dynamically, in
response to an event (event-driven), or statically, at predetermined
moments in time (time-driven). Therefore, on one hand, there are proto-
cols that schedule the messages statically based on the progression of
time, such as the SAFEbus [Hoy92], SPIDER [Min00], TTCAN [ISO02],
and Time-Triggered Protocol (TTP) [Kop03]. The main drawback of such
protocols is their lack of flexibility. On the other hand, there are commu-
nication protocols where message scheduling is performed dynamically,
such as Byteflight [Ber03] introduced by BMW for automotive applica-
tions, CAN [Bos91], LonWorks [Eche07] and Profibus [Pro01].

A lot of work has been concentrated on coping with some of the disad-
vantages of the ST/DYN approaches and on trying to combine their
advantages. For example, in [PopP01a], [PopP01b] and [PopP04b], the
authors present a method for dealing with flexibility in TTP based systems
by considering consecutive design stages in a so called incremental design
flow. Similarly, a large number of schemes have been targeted at improv-
ing the real-time properties of communication protocols that may be
cathegorised as extremely dynamic, like is the case of Ethernet [Fan05].

The aspects related to communication in real-time systems are receiv-
ing a continuously increasing attention in the literature. Building safety
critical real-time systems requires consideration for all the factors that
influence the timing properties of a system. For the case of distributed sys-
tems, in order to guarantee the timing requirements of the activities in the
system, one has to also consider the effects of communication aspects like
the communication protocol, bus arbitration, clock synchronisation, pack-
aging of messages, characteristics of the physical layer, etc. Due to the
variety of communication protocols, scheduling and schedulability analy-
sis involving particular communication protocols has become a prolific
area of research. Following the similar model as the one developed for
determining task response times under rate monotonic analysis, message
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transmission times have been analysed for protocols like TTP bus
[Kop92], Token Ring [Ple92], [Tab00], FDDI [Agr94], Profibus [Tov99],
ATM [Erm97], [Han97] and CAN bus [Tin94b], [Dav07]. 

In the case of bus-based distributed embedded systems, one of the main
directions of evolution for communication protocols is towards mixed
protocols, which support both ST and DYN traffic. The proponents of the
Time-Triggered Architecture showed that TTP can be enhanced in order to
transmit event-triggered messages, while still maintaining time composa-
bility and determinism of the system, properties which are normally lost in
event-triggered systems [Kop92]. A modified version of CAN, called
Flexible Time-Triggered CAN [Alm99], [Alm02], and a similar extension
for Ethernet called FTT-Ethernet [Ped05] have been provided under the
Flexible Time-Triggered paradigm [Ped03], in which the communication
cycles are divided into asynchronous and synchronous windows. Several
other mixed communication protocols can be found in [Fuh00], [Wor03].

Following this trend, a large consortium of automotive manufacturers
and suppliers has recently proposed such a hybrid type of protocol,
namely the FlexRay communication protocol [Fle07]. FlexRay allows the
sharing of the bus among static and dynamic messages, thus offering the
advantages of both worlds. Due to its flexible properties and growing sup-
port from its target industry, FlexRay will possibly become the de-facto
standard for in-vehicle communications. However, before it can be suc-
cessfully deployed in applications that require predictability, timing anal-
ysis techniques are necessary to provide bounds for the message
communication times [Nav05].

FlexRay is composed of static (ST) and dynamic (DYN) segments,
which are arranged to form a bus cycle that is repeated periodically. The
ST segment is similar to TTP, and employs a generalized time-division
multiple-access (GTDMA) scheme. The DYN segment of the FlexRay
protocol is similar to Byteflight and uses a flexible TDMA (FTDMA) bus
access scheme.

Although researchers have proposed analysis techniques for dynamic
protocols such as CAN [Tin95], TDMA [Tin94a], ATM [Erm97], Token
Ring protocol [Str89], FDDI protocol [Agr94] and TTP [PopP00a], none
of these analyses is applicable to the DYN segment in FlexRay. In
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[Din05], the authors consider the case of a hard real-time application
implemented on a FlexRay bus. However, in their discussion they restrict
themselves exclusively to the static segment, which means that, in fact,
only the classical problem of communication scheduling over a TDMA
bus [PopP04a], [Ham05] is considered. The performance analysis of the
Byteflight protocol, which is similar to the DYN segment of FlexRay, is
discussed in [Cen04]. The authors, however, assume a very restrictive
“quasi-TDMA” transmission scheme for time-critical messages, which
basically means that the DYN segment would behave as an ST segment
(similar to TDMA) in order to guarantee timeliness.

1.4 Thesis Contributions
The studies covered in this thesis consider distributed embedded systems
implemented with heterogeneous, event-triggered and time-triggered task
sets, which communicate over bus protocols consisting of both static and
dynamic phases.

We have considered that the time-triggered activities are executed
according to a static cyclic schedule, while the event-triggered activities
follow a fixed priority scheduling or an EDF scheduling policy, which is
preemptive for the execution of tasks and non-preemptive for the trans-
mission of messages. For message exchange over the bus we have consid-
ered two heterogeneous communication protocols: UCM in the first part
and FlexRay in the second part.

The main contributions of this thesis are threefold. First, we propose a
holistic schedulability analysis for heterogeneous TT/ET task sets which
communicate through mixed ST/DYN communication protocols
[PopT02], [PopT03a]. Such an analysis presents two aspects: 

a. It computes the response times of the ET activities while considering
the influence of a static schedule; 

b. It builds a static cyclic schedule for the TT activities while trying to
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minimise the response times of the ET activities.
Second, we show how the scheduling and schedulability analysis can be

used inside a design optimisation loop in order to improve the timing
properties of the system [PopT03b], [PopT05], [PopT07b].

Third, we apply the analysis and optimisation methodology developed
in the first two steps on a particular case of systems that use FlexRay as a
communication protocol [PopT06], [PopT07a], [PopT07c].

1.5 Thesis Overview
The remaining part of the thesis can be divided into two parts:

The first part (Chapters 2-4) deals with distributed embedded real-time
systems that use heterogeneous scheduling policies. Chapter 2 presents
the system model we used. In Chapter 3, we present our analysis method
for deriving response times for all tasks and messages in such an embed-
ded system. In Chapter 4, we first discuss some optimisation aspects
which are particular to the studied systems, and then we define and solve
the design optimisation problem that aims at improving the overall system
schedulability. 

The second part of the thesis (Chapters 5-7) concentrates on the same
category of distributed embedded systems, but for the particular case
when the communication protocol is FlexRay. First we introduce the spe-
cifics of FlexRay in Chapter 5. Then, in Chapter 6 we present the timing
analysis that determines the worst-case response times of messages trans-
mitted over a FlexRay bus. Following a similar line of thought like in the
first part of the thesis, Chapter 7 aims again at improving the overall tim-
ing characteristics of the system by optimising the structure of the bus
cycle.

Finally, in Chapter 8 we draw some conclusions and discuss possible
research directions for the future.
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Chapter 2
System Model

IN THIS CHAPTER we present the system model that we use during
scheduling and design optimisation. First, we briefly describe the hard-
ware architecture and the structure of the bus access cycle. Then, we
present our hierarchy of schedulers that implements the software architec-
ture for a system which is able to run both event-triggered and time-trig-
gered activities. The last part of this chapter presents the abstract
representation which we use for modelling the applications that are
assumed to implement the functionality of the system.

2.1 Hardware Architecture
We consider architectures consisting of nodes connected by a unique

broadcast communication channel. Each node consists of:
 • a communication controller which controls the transmission and

reception of both ST and DYN messages;
 • a CPU for running the processes mapped on that particular node;
 • local memories for storing the code of the kernel (ROM), the code of

the processes and the local data (RAM); and
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 • I/O interfaces to sensors and actuators.
Such hardware architectures are common in applications such as auto-

motive electronics and robotics. In Figure 2.1.a, we illustrate a heteroge-
neous distributed architecture composed of three nodes interconnected by
a bus based infrastructure. The model considered for the processing nodes
in the architecture is depicted in Figure 2.1.b.

2.2 Bus Access
Every node in the architecture has a communication controller that imple-
ments the static and dynamic protocol services. The controller runs inde-
pendently of the node’s CPU. In this first part of the thesis we model the
heterogeneous bus access scheme using the Universal Communication
Model [Dem01] 

The bus access is organized as consecutive cycles, each with the dura-
tion Tbus. We consider that the communication cycle is partitioned into
static (ST) and dynamic (DYN) phases (Figure 2.1.b). 

 • ST phases consist of time slots, and during a slot only the node associ-
ated to that particular slot is allowed to transmit ST messages. The
transmission times of ST messages are stored in a schedule table.

 • During a DYN phase, all nodes are allowed to send messages and the
conflicts between nodes trying to send simultaneously are solved by

Figure 2.1: System Architecture
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an arbitration mechanism which allows the transmission of the mes-
sage with the highest priority. Hence, the DYN messages are organ-
ized in a prioritised ready queue.

2.3 Software Architecture
For the systems we are studying, we have designed a software architecture
that runs on the CPU of each node. The main component of the software
architecture is a real-time kernel. The real-time kernel contains three
scheduler types organized hierarchically (Figure 2.2):
 1. The top-level scheduler is a static cyclic scheduler (SCS), that is re-

sponsible for the activation of TT tasks and transmission of ST
messages based on a schedule table, and for the activation of the FPS
scheduler. As a consequence, TT tasks and ST messages are activated at
predetermined points in time, and their execution/transmission is non-

Figure 2.2: Software Architecture
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preemptable. 
 2. The second level in the hierarchy consists of a fixed-priority scheduler

(FPS) that activates the execution of ET tasks and transmits DYN mes-
sages based on their priorities. It also activates the EDF schedulers that
are described below. Tasks and messages scheduled under FPS are initi-
ated whenever a particular event is noted. We consider that the execution
of ET tasks under the fixed priority scheduling is preemptable.

 3. The third level in the hierarchy consists of a set of schedulers that fol-
low the earliest-deadline-first (EDF) scheduling policy. In the case that
on a node there are several activities that share the same priority inside
the FPS scheduler on the second level, then their execution is con-
trolled by such an EDF scheduler that activates ET tasks and sends
DYN messages based on their deadlines. We consider that the execu-
tion of ET tasks under the EDF policy is preemptable.

From this point and throughout the rest of the thesis, we will use the
terms “SCS tasks”, “EDF tasks” or “FP tasks” whenever we want to
emphasise the scheduling policy under which certain tasks are executed.

When several tasks are ready on a node, the task with the highest prior-
ity is activated, and preempts the other tasks. Let us consider the example
in Figure 2.3, where we have six tasks sharing the same node. Tasks τ1 and
τ6 are scheduled using SCS, τ2 and τ5 are scheduled using FPS, while
tasks τ3 and τ4 are scheduled with EDF. The priorities of the FPS and EDF
tasks are indicated in the figure. The arrival time of these tasks is depicted
with an upwards pointing arrow. Under these assumptions, Figure 2.3
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presents the worst-case response times of each task. The SCS tasks, τ1 and
τ6, will never compete for a resource because their synchronization is per-
formed based on the schedule table. Moreover, since SCS tasks are non
preemptable and their start time is off-line fixed in the schedule table, they
also have the highest priority (denoted with priority level “0” in the fig-
ure). FPS and EDF tasks can only be executed in the slack of the SCS
schedule table. 

FPS and EDF tasks are scheduled based on their priorities. Thus, a
higher priority task such as τ2 will interrupt a lower priority task such as
τ3. In order to integrate EDF tasks with FPS, we use the approach in
[Gon03], by assuming that FPS priorities are not unique, and that a group
of tasks having the same FPS priority on a processor are to be scheduled
with EDF. Thus, whenever the FPS scheduler notices ready tasks that
share the same priority level, it will invoke the EDF scheduler which will
schedule those tasks based on their deadlines. Such a situation is present in
Figure 2.3 for tasks τ3 and τ4. There can be several such EDF priority lev-
els within a task set on a processor. Higher priority EDF tasks can interrupt
lower priority FPS tasks (as is the case with τ3 and τ4 which preempt τ5)
and EDF tasks. Lower priority EDF tasks will be interrupted by both
higher priority FPS and EDF tasks, and SCS tasks.

TT activities are triggered based on a local clock available in each
processing node. The synchronization of local clocks throughout the sys-
tem is provided by the communication protocol.

2.4 Application Model
We model an application as a set of task graphs. Nodes in the graphs rep-
resent tasks, and arcs represent communication (and implicitly depend-
ency) between the connected tasks. An edge from a task τij to τik indicates
that the output of τij is the input of τik. The set of all tasks is denoted with
P. A task becomes ready after all its inputs have arrived and it issues its
outputs when it terminates. A message will become ready after its sender
task has finished, and becomes available for the receiver task after its
transmission has ended.
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 • A task can belong either to the TT or to the ET domain. We consider
that the scheduling policy for each task is known: TT tasks are sched-
uled using SCS, while ET tasks are scheduled under FPS and EDF.

 • Communication between tasks mapped to different nodes is per-
formed by message passing over the bus. Such a message passing is
modelled as a communication task inserted on the arc connecting the
sender and the receiver tasks. The communication time between tasks
mapped on the same node is considered to be part of the task execu-
tion time. Thus, such a communication activity is not modelled explic-
itly. For the rest of the thesis, when referring to messages we consider
only the communication activity over the bus.

 • A message can belong either to the static (ST) or to the dynamic (DYN)
domain. We consider that static messages are those sent during the ST
phases of the bus cycle, while dynamic messages are those transmitted
during the DYN phases.

 • All tasks in a certain task graph belong to the same domain, either ET,
or TT, which is called the domain of the task graph. The messages
belonging to a certain task graph can belong to any domain (ST or
DYN). Thus, in the most general case, tasks belonging to a TT graph,
for example, can communicate through both ST and DYN messages.
However, in this thesis we restrict our discussion to the situation when
TT tasks communicate through ST messages and ET tasks communi-
cate through DYN messages.

 • Each task τij (belonging to the task graph Γi) has a period Tij, and a
deadline Dij and, when mapped on node Nodek, it has a worst case
execution time Cij(Nodek). The node on which τij is mapped is
denoted as M(τij). Each ET task also has a given priority Prioij. Indi-
vidual release times or deadlines of tasks can be modelled by introduc-
ing dummy tasks in the task graphs; such dummy tasks have an
appropriate execution time and are not mapped on any of the nodes
[Ele00a].

 • All tasks τij belonging to a task graph Γi have the same period Ti
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which is the period of the task graph. The period of a message is iden-
tical with that of the sender task. If communicating tasks are of differ-
ent periods, they are combined into a larger graph capturing all task
activations for the hyper-period (LCM of periods).

 • We also consider that the size of each message m is given, which can
be directly converted into communication time Cm on the particular
bus, knowing the speed of the bus and the size of the frame that stores
the message:

Cm = Frame_size(m) / bus_speed. (2.1)

Figure 2.4 shows an application modelled as two task-graphs Γ1 and Γ2
mapped on two nodes, Node1 and Node2. Task-graph Γ1 is time-triggered
and task-graph Γ2 is event-triggered. Data-dependent tasks mapped on dif-
ferent nodes communicate through messages transmitted over the bus,
which can be either statically scheduled, like m1 and m2, or dynamic, like
the messages m3 and m4.

In order to keep the separation between the TT and ET domains, which
are based on fundamentally different triggering policies, communication
between tasks in the two domains is not included in the model. Techni-
cally, such a communication is implemented by the kernel, based on asyn-

Figure 2.4: Application Model Example
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chronous non-blocking send and receive primitives (using proxy tasks if
the sender and receiver are on different nodes). Such messages are typi-
cally non-critical and are not affected by hard real-time constraints.
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Chapter 3
Scheduling and

Schedulability Analysis

In this chapter we present an analytic approach for computing worst-case
task response times and worst-case message transmission delays for heter-
ogeneous TT/ET systems.

3.1 Problem Formulation
Given an application and a system architecture as presented in Chapter 2,
the following problem has to be solved: construct a correct static cyclic
schedule for the TT tasks and ST messages (a schedule which meets all
time constraints related to these activities), and conduct a schedulability
analysis in order to check that all ET tasks and DYN messages meet their
deadlines. Two important aspects should be noticed:
 1. When performing the schedulability analysis for the ET tasks and DYN

messages, one has to take into consideration the interference from the
statically scheduled TT tasks and ST messages.

 2. Among the possible correct schedules for TT tasks and ST messages,
it is important to construct one which favours, as much as possible, the
schedulability of ET tasks and DYN messages.
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In the next sections, we will present the schedulability analysis algo-
rithm proposed in [Pal98] for distributed real-time systems and we will
show how we extended this analysis in order to consider the interferences
induced by an existing static schedule. Section 3.2 presents a general view
over our approach for the global scheduling and schedulability analysis of
heterogeneous TT/ET distributed embedded systems. Section 3.3
describes the regular schedulability analysis for FPS and EDF tasks shar-
ing the same resources, as developed in [Gon03]. Section 3.4 extends the
schedulability analysis so that SCS tasks are taken into consideration
when computing the response times of FPS and EDF activities. In Section
3.5 we present our complete scheduling algorithm, which statically sched-
ules the TT activities while trying to minimise the influence of the TT
activities onto the ET ones. The performance of our approach is evaluated
in Section 3.6, where we present the experimental results.

Figure 3.1: Scheduling and Schedulability Analysis for 
Mixed TT/ET Distributed Embedded Systems
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It has to be mentioned that our analysis is restricted, for the moment, to
the model in which TT tasks communicate only through ST messages,
while communication between ET tasks is performed by DYN messages.
However, this is not an inherent limitation of our approach. For example,
schedulability analysis of ET tasks communicating through ST messages
has been presented in [PopP00b] and [PopP03a].

3.2 Holistic Scheduling
Figure 3.1 illustrates our strategy for scheduling and schedulability analy-
sis of heterogeneous TT/ET distributed embedded systems: the activities
to be scheduled are the TT and ET task graphs, consisting of TT tasks/ST
messages and ET tasks/DYN messages respectively. The TT activities are
statically scheduled and, as an output, a static cyclic schedule will be pro-
duced. Similarly, the worst case response times of the ET activities are
determined using the schedulability analysis that will be described in
detail in the following sections. As a result, the system is considered
schedulable if the static schedule is valid and if the ET activities are guar-
anteed to meet their deadlines. For the case of a mixed TT/ET system,
building a static cyclic schedule for the TT activities has to take into con-
sideration both the characteristics of the mixed ST/DYN communication
protocol and our assumption that execution of TT tasks is non-preempti-
ble, while the execution of an ET task can be interrupted either by a TT
task or by another ET task which has a higher priority. This means that the
static schedule will have not only to guarantee that TT activities meet their
deadlines, but also that the interference introduced from such a schedule
will not increase in an unacceptable way the response times of ET activi-
ties. In conclusion, an efficient scheduling algorithm requires a close inter-
action between the static scheduling of TT activities and the schedulability
analysis of the ET activities.
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3.3 Schedulability Analysis of Event-Triggered 
Task Sets

In order to determine if a hierarchically scheduled system is schedulable,
we used as a starting point the schedulability analysis algorithm for EDF-
within-FPS systems, developed in [Gon03]. In this section, we present our
extension to this algorithm, which allows us to compute the worst case
response times for the FPS and EDF activities when they are interfered by
the SCS activities. 

An ET task graph Γi is activated by an associated event which occurs
with a period Ti. ET tasks (FPS or EDF) and DYN messages are modelled
similarly, by considering the bus as a processing node and accounting for
the non-preemptability of the messages during the analysis. Each activity
τij (task or message) in an ET task graph has an offset φij which specifies
the earliest activation time of τij relative to the occurrence of the triggering
event. The delay between the earliest possible activation time of τij and its
actual activation time is modelled as a jitter Jij (Figure 3.2). The response
time Rp

ij of the p-th job of a task τij is the time measured from the occur-
rence of the associated event until the completion of the p-th job of τij. For
example, Figure 3.2 depicts the execution of two jobs for each of the tasks
τij and τij+1. The worst-case response time Rij of a task τij is the longest
possible response time for that task, considering all its possible jobs:

(3.1)

Similarly, each task τij has a best case response time Rb,ij:

(3.2)

Offsets are the means by which dependencies among tasks can be mod-
elled for the schedulability analysis. For example, if in Figure 3.2, task
τij+1 is data dependant on task τij, then such a relation can be enforced by
associating to τij+1 an offset φij+1 which is equal or greater than the worst

Rij max R
p

ij( ) p∀,=

Rb ij, min R
p

ij( ) p∀,=
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case response time Rij of its predecessor, τij. In this way, it is guaranteed
that task τij+1 starts only after its predecessor has finished execution.

In [Gon03], the authors have developed a schedulability analysis algo-
rithm for ET tasks running under a hierarchical FPS/EDF scheduling pol-
icy. The worst-case response time Rab of a task τab, regardless if it is
scheduled under FP or EDF, is computed by considering:
 • all possible critical instants initiated by the higher priority tasks τac

from Γa. A critical instant is the moment when task τab is released. At
the same time, higher priority tasks may be released, delaying the exe-
cution of task τab.

 • all the jobs p of τab that appear during an interval of time called a busy
period. For FPS tasks, the busy period is an interval of time that starts
at the critical instant t and ends when all higher priority tasks (released
at or after t) and task τab finish execution. For EDF tasks, the busy
period is defined in a similar way, but the release of task τab may take
place at a later instant in the busy period. This is caused by the fact
that tasks with shorter deadlines may be released earlier than the criti-
cal instant, meaning that for EDF tasks the start of the busy period
does not necessarily coincide with the critical instant.

For all considered situations, a response time Rabc(p) is computed,
which leads to the value of the worst-case response time Rab for τab to be
determined as:

(3.3)

Response times for the FPS and EDF tasks respectively are obtained
using workload equations. Given a task τab and an interval of time t, a
workload equation computes the amount of interference that τab can suffer
during t from higher priority tasks and from tasks with earlier deadlines.

Figure 3.2: Tasks with Offsets
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For FPS tasks, the worst case response times are influenced only by
higher priority tasks, so the completion time of an activation p of task τab,
when the critical instant is initiated by a higher priority task τac is given
by:

(3.4)

where φab is the offset of τab, Ta is the period of task-graph Γa, ϕabc is
the phase between event arrivals and the critical instant, and wabc(p) is the
busy period. The phase ϕabc is computed as:

(3.5)

where φac and Jac are the offset and the jitter of the task τac that initiates
the critical instant. The busy period is determined using the following
equation:

(3.6)

where Bab is the blocking time of τab; the second term captures the jobs
of τab that appear during the considered time interval; Wac is the worst case
interference produced by higher priority tasks in Γa when the critical instant
is initiated by τac:

(3.7)

and W’i is the worst-case interference produced by higher priority tasks
in a task-graph Γi different than Γa. This interference is computed using the
following equation:

(3.8)

For EDF tasks, the worst-case response times are influenced by higher
priority tasks and by EDF tasks running at the same priority level as the
task under analysis. Consequently, the worst-case interference produced
by a task-graph Γi on the execution of the analysed task τab will contain
two parts that are added together: the EDF interference Wik

EDF, and the
FPS interference Wik

FP. The worst-case interference Wik
FPof strictly

Rabc p( ) wabc p( ) φab p 1–( ) Ta ϕabc–⋅–+=
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higher priority tasks in a task-graph is computed based on Equation (3.7).
For the tasks running at the same priority level, the scheduling policy is
EDF, which leads to the following modification of the interference equa-
tion:

(3.9)

where D is the deadline of the analysed task τab, epi(τab) is the set of
tasks of equal priority in Γi, and the two members of the min function have
the following equations:

 (3.10)

and

. (3.11)

The interference equation from Equation (3.8) becomes:

(3.12)

Besides the situations discussed for FPS analysis in Equation (3.3),
when computing the worst-case response time for an EDF task τab, we
have to consider in addition all the possible scenarios in which τab has a
deadline larger or equal than the deadline of the other EDF tasks in the
system running at the same priority Prioab:

(3.13)

where A is a time instant when the job p under analysis is released and
has the deadline equal with that of another EDF task running on the same
priority level.

The response time for a job p of task τab running under EDF is deter-
mined using an equation similar to Equation (3.4):

(3.14)

Let us see how these equations can be integrated in an algorithm that
determines the worst-case response times of all the ET activities in the
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system. Figure 3.3 shows the pseudocode for the schedulability analysis
proposed in [Gon03]. According to this algorithm, the worst case response
time Rab of each task τab is computed by considering all critical instants
initiated by each task τac mapped on the same node M(τab) and with a
higher or equal priority than Prioab (lines 3-6). For each such instant, the
associated response time is computed using Equations (3.4) and (3.14)
(line 9). According to the same schedulability analysis, jitters are taken
into consideration when the algorithm computes the length of the busy
windows and, implicitly, the response times of the tasks [Pal98]. This
means that the length of the busy window depends on the values of task jit-

Figure 3.3: Schedulability Analysis Algorithm

1 do
2 Done = true
3 for each transaction Γa do
4 for each activity τab in Γa do
5 for each activity τac in Γa do
6 if Prioac ≥ Prioab andM(τac) = M(τab) then
7 for each job p of τab do
8 Consider that τac initiates critical instant
9 Compute Rabc(p)
10 if Rabc(p) > Rab

max then
11 Rij

max = Rabc(p)
12 endif
13 endfor
14 endif
15 endfor
16 if Rab

max > Rab then -- larger response time found
17 Rab = Rab

max

18 Done = false
19 for each successor τac of τab do
20 Jac

 = Rab - Rab
b -- update jitters

21 endfor
22 endif
23 endfor
24 endfor
25 while (Done!= true)
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ters, which, in turn, are computed as the difference between the worst-case
and best-case response times of the preceding tasks (for example, if τab
precedes τac in Γa, then Jac = Rab - Rb

ab, like in lines 20-21 in Figure 3.3).
Because of this cyclic dependency (response times depend on jitters and
jitters depend on response times), the process of computing Rab is an iter-
ative one: it starts by assigning Rb

ab to Rab and then computes the values
for jitters Jab, busy windows wabc(p) and then again the worst-case
response times Rab, until the response times converge to their final value.
Such a fixed-point iteration is captured in the algorithm by the do-while
loop in lines 1-25. The convergence of the analysis is captured by the
boolean variable Done, that is set to false each time a larger response time
is found for the analysed tasks (line 18). If the variable Done is still true
after an iteration inside the do-while loop, then the algorithm ends, since it
has determined the worst-case response times for all the ET activities in
the system.

In order to be able to analyse systems that use the hierarchical combina-
tion of SCS, FPS and EDF scheduling policies described in Section 2.3,
the technique presented in this section has to be enhanced so that it consid-
ers the interference from an existing static schedule. We will describe such
an extension in the next section.

3.4 Schedulability Analysis of Event-Triggered 
Activities under the Influence of a Static 
Cyclic Schedule

Considering the algorithm presented in the previous section as a starting
point, we have to solve the following problem: compute the worst case
response time of a set of ET tasks and DYN messages by taking into con-
sideration:
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 • The interference from the set of statically scheduled tasks.
 • The characteristics of the communication protocol, which influence

the worst case delays induced by the messages communicated on the
bus.

First, we extend the notions of ET availability and demand introduced
in [Ped00] for analysing heterogeneous ST/DYN communication proto-
cols. Our extension applies the same concepts to task execution. We start
by defining the ET demand for an FPS or EDF activity τij over a time
interval t as the maximum amount of CPU time or bus time which can be
demanded by higher or equal priority ET activities and by τij during the
time interval t. In Figure 3.4, the ET demand of the task τij during the busy
window t is denoted with Hij(t), and it is the sum of worst case execution
times for task τij and two other higher priority tasks τab and τcd. During the
same interval t, we define the ET availability as the processing time which
is not used by statically scheduled activities. In Figure 3.4, the CPU avail-
ability for the analysed interval is obtained by substracting from t the
amount of processing time needed for the statically scheduled activities.
Figure 3.4 presents how the availability Aq

ij(t) and the demand Hij(t) are
computed for a task τij: the busy window of τij starts at the critical instant
q Ti + tc initiated by task τab and ends at moment qTi + tc + t, when both
higher priority tasks (τab, τcd), all TT tasks scheduled for execution in the
analysed interval, and τij have finished execution.

Figure 3.4: Availability and Demand
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During a time interval t, the ET demand Hij associated with the task
under analysis τij is equal with the length of the busy window which would
result when considering only ET activity on the system:

. (3.15)

During the same time interval t, the availability Aij associated with task
τij is:

, |M(τab)= M(τij), (3.16)

where  is the total available CPU-time on processor M(τij) in the
interval [φab, φab + t], and φab is the start time of task τab as recorded in the
static schedule table.

The discussion above is, in principle, valid for both types of ET tasks
(i.e., FPS and EDF tasks) and messages. However, there exist two impor-
tant differences. First, messages do not preempt each other, therefore, in
the demand equation the blocking term will be non-zero, but equal with
the largest transmission time of any ET message. Second, the availability
for a message is computed by substracting from t the length of the ST slots
which appear during the considered interval; moreover, because an ET
message will not be sent unless there is enough time before the current
dynamic phase ends, the availability is further decreased with CA for each
dynamic phase in the busy window (where CA is the transmission time of
the longest ET message).

Our schedulability analysis algorithm determines the length of a busy
window wij for FPS and EDF tasks and messages by identifying the appro-

Hij t( ) wij t( )=

Aij t( ) min Aij
ab

t( )= τab TT∈∀

Aij
ab t( )

Figure 3.5: Determining the Length of the Busy Window

1 wij = p • Cij + Bij
2 do
3 Compute demand Hij(wij)
4 Compute availability Aij(wij)
5 if Hij(wij) > Aij(wij) then
6 wij += Hij(wij) - Aij(wij)
7 endif
8 while Hij(wij) ≥ Aij(wij)
9 return wij
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priate size of wij for which the ET demand is satisfied by the availability:
Hij(wij) ≤ Aij(wij). The algorithm for computing the busy window wij for
an activity τij is shown in Figure 3.5. The algorithm consists of a loop that
computes at each step the demand and availability for a given busy win-
dow (lines 3-4). If, for the analysed interval wij, the available time does not
satisfy the ET demand, then the algorithm increases the length of the busy
window with the needed amount of time (lines 5-7), and starts another iter-
ation. The entire loop is ended only when the busy window wij is long
enough to provide enough available time for the execution of all ET tasks
that can appear during an interval of time of length wij. This procedure for
the calculation of the busy window is included in the iterative process for
calculation of response times presented in Section 3.3. It is important to
notice that this process includes both tasks and messages and, thus, the
resulted response times of the FPS and EDF tasks are computed by taking
into consideration the delay induced by the bus communication.

After performing the schedulability analysis, we can check if Rij ≤ Dij
for all the ET tasks. If this is the case, the set of ET activities is schedula-
ble. In order to drive the global scheduling process, as it will be explained
in the next section, it is not sufficient to test if the task set is schedulable or
not, but we need a metric that captures the “degree of schedulability” of
the task set. For this purpose we use the function DSch, similar with the
one described in [PopP00b]

(3.17)

where N is the number of ET task graphs and Ni is the number of activities
in the ET task graph Γi.

If the task set is not schedulable, there exists at least one task for which
Rij > Dij. In this case, f1 > 0 and the function is a metric of how far we are
from achieving schedulability. If the set of ET tasks is schedulable, f2 ≤ 0
is used as a metric. A value f2 = 0 means that the task set is “just” schedu-
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lable. A smaller value for f2 means that the ET tasks are schedulable and a
certain amount of processing capacity is still available.

Now, that we are able to perform the schedulability analysis for the ET
tasks considering the influence from a given static schedule of TT tasks,
we can go on to perform the global scheduling and analysis of the whole
application.

3.5 Static Cyclic Scheduling of Time-Triggered 
Activities in a Heterogeneous TT/ET 
Environment

As mentioned in the beginning of 3.1, building the static cyclic schedule
for the TT activities in the system has to be performed in such a way that
the interference imposed on the ET activities is minimum. The holistic
scheduling algorithm is presented in Figure 3.6. For the construction of
the schedule table with start times for SCS tasks and ST messages, we
adopted a list scheduling-based algorithm [Dav99] which iteratively
selects tasks and schedules them appropriately.

A ready list contains all SCS tasks and messages which are ready to be
scheduled (they have no predecessors or all their predecessors have been
scheduled). From the ready list, tasks and messages are extracted one by
one (Figure 3.6, line 2) to be scheduled on the processor they are mapped
to, or into a static bus-slot associated to that processor on which the sender
of the message is executed, respectively. The priority function which is
used to select among ready tasks and messages is a critical path metric,
modified for the particular goal of scheduling tasks mapped on distributed
systems [Ele00a]. If the selected activity is a task, then the algorithm calls
the schedule_TT_task procedure (line 4), that will be described later.
When scheduling a ST message extracted from the ready list, we place it
into the first bus-slot associated with the sender node in which there is suf-
ficient space available (line 6). If all SCS tasks and messages have been
scheduled and the schedulability analysis for the ET tasks and DYN mes-
sages indicates that all ET activities meet their deadlines, then the global
system scheduling has succeeded. For the case that no correct schedule
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has been produced, we have implemented a backtracking mechanism in
the list scheduling algorithm, which allows to turn back to previous sched-
uling steps and to try alternative solutions. In order to avoid excessive
scheduling times, the maximum number of backtracking steps can be lim-
ited.

Let us consider a particular task τij selected from the ready list to be
scheduled. We consider that ASAPij is the earliest time moment which sat-
isfies the condition that all preceding activities (tasks or messages) of τij
are finished and processor M(τij) is free. The moment ALAPij is the latest
time when τij can be scheduled. With only the SCS tasks in the system, the
straightforward solution would be to schedule τij at ASAPij. We will call
this approach Simple List Scheduling (SLS) and we will use it as a refer-
ence baseline during our experiments. However, if the system functional-
ity contains both TT and ET activities, then such a simple solution could
have negative effects on the schedulability of FPS and EDF tasks. What
we have to do is to place the TT task τij in such a position inside the inter-
val [ASAPij, ALAPij] so that the chance to finally get a globally schedula-
ble system is maximized.

In order to consider only a limited number of possible positions for the
start time of a SCS task τij inside the interval [ASAPij, ALAPij], we take

Figure 3.6: Holistic Scheduling Algorithm based 
on Simple List Scheduling

SimpleListScheduling(A, M, B, S)
1 while TT_ready_list is not empty
2 select τij from TT_ready_list 
3 if τij is a task then
4 schedule_TT_task(τij, M(τij))
5 else -- τij is a message
6 ASAP schedule τij in slot(M(τij))
7 end if
8 end while
9 procedure schedule_TT_task(τij, M(τij))
10 schedule τij as soon as possible, at ASAPij
11 end schedule_TT_task

end SimpleListScheduling
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into account the information obtained from the schedulability analysis
described in Section 3.4, which allows us to compute the response times
of ET (i.e., FPS and EDF) tasks. We started from the observation that stat-
ically scheduling a SCS task τij so that the length of busy-period of an ET
activity is not modified will consequently lead to unchanged worst-case
response time for that ET task. This can be achieved by providing for
enough available processing time between statically scheduled tasks so
that the busy period of the ET task does not increase. For example, in
Figure 3.7 we can see how statically scheduling two SCS tasks τ1 and τ2
influences the busy period w3 of a FPS (or EDF) task τ3. Figure 3.7.a,
presents the system with only τ1 scheduled. In the worst case, the ET task
τ3 will become ready for execution at the same time φ1when τ1 starts exe-
cution, thus being affected by the maximum possible interference from the
task τ1. Such a situation is unavoidable, and leads to the busy-period w3 as
depicted in Figure 3.7.a. Figures 3.7.b-c show how scheduling another
SCS task τ2 further affects the response time of the ET task. Scheduling
task τ2 too early (like in Figure 3.7.b) decreases the availability during the
interval [φ1, φ1 + w3], and consequently leads to an increase of w3 (to w’3)

Figure 3.7: Static Scheduling, its influence over the 
execution of ET tasks (a-b) and minimisation of such 

an interference (c)
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which in turn will increase the response time R3. Such a situation is
avoided if the two SCS tasks are scheduled like in Figure 3.7.c, where no
extra interference is introduced in the busy period w3. However, we notice
that in such a situation, task τ2 is scheduled later, which means that during
the static scheduling we have to consider two aspects:
 1. The interference with the FPS and EDF activities should be minimized;
 2. The deadlines of TT activities should be satisfied.

The technique illustrated in Figure 3.7 takes care only of the first
aspect, while ignoring the second one. It should be noticed that scheduling
a SCS task later decreases the probability of finding feasible start times for
that particular task. For example, in Figure 3.8.a, task τ2 is scheduled like
in Figure 3.7.c, so that no extra interference is added to the execution of
ET activities. However, the busy period wmax pushes the start of τ2 to such
a late time in the static schedule, that the task misses its deadline and the
resulted static schedule is not valid. This effect can further propagate to
other SCS tasks that are scheduled later (for example, the successors of
τ2). In order to take care of both issues, we modified the list scheduling

Figure 3.8: Optimised Static Scheduling: trade-off 
between minimising the TT interference over ET tasks (a) 

and allowing TT interference (b) while also maximising 
the chances of building a feasible static schedule (c)
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algorithm so that at each step, whenever a TT task τk has to be scheduled,
the following alternatives are evaluated:
 1. scheduling the TT task late, so that no extra interference is added to the

ET activities (consequently, though we decrease the risk of obtaining a
feasible static schedule for the TT activities, there is a higher probabil-
ity for ET activities to meet their deadlines);

 2. scheduling the TT task earlier, at a time that will introduce a small TT
amount of interference over ET activities (but we increase the proba-
bility that the resulted static schedule for TT tasks meets the deadlines).

The start time for the first case is determined by allowing enough slack
time1 between the SCS tasks so that the longest ET busy period in the sys-
tem remains unchanged (like it has been illustrated in Figure 3.7.c). If the
task being scheduled is τk, then we denote the determined value for the
start time with φk

a (for example, the moment φ2
a in Figure 3.8 has been

determined using this kind of approach).
In order to discuss the second case, we use the example in Figure 3.8.

Scheduling the TT task τ2 at the time shown in Figure 3.8.a leads to a
deadline miss, which means that we have to consider an earlier start time.
In the example, we chose the latest possible time when τ2 will meet its
deadline: φ2

b = D2 - C2, where C2 is the worst-case execution time of the
task τ2. As illustrated in Figure 3.8.b, we can notice that, while allowing
task τ2 to meet its deadline, such a schedule will introduce an additional
interference over the execution of task τ3, leading to a longer busy period
w3 and a longer response time R3. However, considering that such an
increase is acceptable (in the sense that all ET tasks will not miss their
deadlines as a result of such a scheduling), we can now improve the prob-
ability of finding a valid static schedule. We achieve this by scheduling the
task τ2 even earlier in time, at a time φ2

c = max(ASAP2, φ1 + C1), where
the value φ1 + C1 represents the end time of the TT task τ1 that has already
been scheduled on the same processor during the previous steps. Our
intention is to perform a transformation of the static schedule in such a
way that the maximum ET busy period wmax does not increase. This tech-
nique is illustrated in Figure 3.7.c, where one can see that the same level of

1. We consider slack time any amount of processing time that is not 
reserved for the SCS tasks.
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TT interference as in Figure 3.7.b is influencing the worst case response
time of τ3, but task τ2 is scheduled much earlier, thus giving a chance for
its successors to be statically scheduled at earlier moments, and conse-
quently improving the probability of finding a valid static schedule.

However, in the more general case of distributed systems, the complex
dependencies between tasks mapped on different processors do not allow
us to easily transform the static schedule without affecting the interference
over the execution of the ET activities. Actually, determining the values
φk

b and φk
c for a given TT task τk is not a straightforward operation like in

the example presented in Figure 3.8. In reality, for any given task τk there
may be several pairs {φk

b, φk
c} that have to be investigated. Our initial

assumption was that inside the interval Sk = [ASAPk, ALAPk] of possible
start times for a TT task τk there are p distinct sub-intervals Sk

i = [φk
b,i,

φk
b,i+1), with the following properties:

 •  and . 

 • the global timing properties of at least one of the ET activities mapped
on M(τk) remain unchanged when task τk is scheduled to start at any

 for a given sub-interval .
Determining the sub-intervals with the properties described above is not

an easy task. In [PopT03a], we have managed to determine such sub inter-
vals for the restricted model when all task graphs in the system are syn-
chronised, i.e. they all are initiated at the same time 0. In such a case, all
the response times of the (in particular ET) activities being executed in the
system can be referenced to the initial time 0. As a consequence, we
noticed that there is no interference between a TT task and an ET task
whenever the TT task is scheduled after an ET task has finished its execu-
tion. This means that, whenever we need to schedule a TT task τij, the
number p of sub intervals mentioned above is given by the number of ET
tasks that finish inside the [ASAPij, ALAPij] interval. For example, in
Figure 3.9, we depict the alternative start times that need to be considered
for a TT task τij when there are three ET tasks (τkl, τkl+1, τkl+2) that end
their execution inside the [ASAPij, ALAPij] interval. The possible start
times that we consider in our approach are ASAPij and the response times

S
i 1=

p

∪
i

k
Sk= S

i 1=

p

∩
i

k
∅=

φk Sk
i∈ Sk

i
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of the three ET tasks: Rkl, Rkl+1, Rkl+2. One can notice that, for example, if
the task τij is scheduled at time Rkl, then there will be no interference
added to the execution of task τkl. As shown in [PopT03a], using such an
approach allowed us to explore efficiently the range of start times for any
TT task and to rapidly find a valid static schedule with a reduced interfer-
ence over the ET tasks. 

However, for the more general application model that we consider in
this thesis, each task graph has an arbitrary release time, which makes it
impossible to use a common origin in time for the response times of all the
activities in the system. In such a situation, when selecting the possible
start times for a TT task, we decided to rely only on the length wmax of the
longest ET busy period in the system. The first possible start time that we
consider for a TT task is selected in such a way that the value of wmax does
not change. Such a decision is depicted in Figure 3.10.a, where the longest
ET busy period has the same value before (wmax) and after (w’max) a TT
task τ2 is added to the static schedule at time φ2. The static schedule con-
tains only two tasks τ1 and τ2, of equal worst case execution time. An ET
task will suffer a maximum of TT interference if it becomes ready at a
moment in time when a TT task is scheduled for execution. If we consider
that the longest ET busy period wmax is associated with the response time
of an ET task τmax, then we notice in the figure that the task τmax has the
same response time regardless if it becomes ready when τ1 starts (like at

Figure 3.9: Alternative Start Times for a TT task τij 
in the Model with Synchronised Task Graphs
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time 0, with a busy window of w’(τ1)) or when τ2 starts (like in the second
round of the static schedule, at time Tss+φ2, when w’(τ2) = w’(τ1)).

In some cases, the value of wmax is large enough so that adding another
TT task in the static schedule cannot be performed without increasing the
TT interference. Such a situation is illustrated in Figure 3.10.b, where
wmax has a larger value than in Figure 3.10.a. Consequently, task τ2 is
scheduled much later in the schedule than in the previous case. We notice
that if τmax becomes ready at the same time task τ2 starts, then the longest
ET busy period will be extended due to additional interference from the
TT tasks in the next round of the static schedule. In such situations, when
the extra TT interference over ET activities cannot be avoided, the only
thing that we can improve is the probability of finding a valid static sched-
ule, and we do this by scheduling task τ2 as early as possible (as shown in
Figure 3.10.c). 

When scheduling a TT task earlier, additional care has to be taken if the
value wmax is larger than the period Tss of the static schedule. In such a sit-
uation, we cannot schedule the TT task too early without risking an
increase in the interference over ET tasks. Let us see how the same exam-
ple illustrated in Figure 3.10 modifies if the longest busy period is so large
that the increase in interference discussed in Figure 3.10.b cannot be

Figure 3.10: Alternative Start Times for a TT Task τ2 in 
the Model with Arbitrary Offsets
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avoided. We start by scheduling τ2 somewhere in the middle of the slack
available at the end of the static schedule, as shown in Figure 3.11.a. Such
a scheduling is intended to help us determine the new value of the longest
ET busy window wmax, and we discuss now the case when wmax is larger
than the period Tss of the static schedule. If we try now to schedule task τ2
as early as possible (at time  as in Figure 3.11.b, where C1 is the
worst-case execution time of τ1), then we notice that the value wmax will
increase due to the fact that the ET busy period will contain an additional
job of τ2. However, if we push τ2 only to the time moment 

, (3.18)

as in Figure 3.11.c, then we avoid introducing new TT interference and the
response times of ET tasks remain the same as in Figure 3.11.a.

We have modified the holistic scheduling algorithm SLS presented in
Figure 3.6 by including all the above observations in the procedure that
schedules a TT task (schedule_TT_task). The optimised procedure for

Figure 3.11: Avoiding Unnecessary TT Interference over 
the Execution of ET Tasks
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scheduling a TT task τij on a node M(τij) can be seen in Figure 3.12.
Before we actually schedule τij, we compute the largest ET busy period
(line 2), and we use it in order to explore the following alternative start
times for τij:

First, we investigate the case when the busy period is initiated by the
latest TT task scheduled on node M(τij) (line 3). We schedule the task τij at
the determined time φa and then verify the timing properties of the system
by computing its schedulability degree (line 4).

Next, we explore the cases when we accept new TT interference. First,
we analyse the case when τij is scheduled at the end of the static schedule,
immediately after the last TT task on node M(τij) (lines 5-6). In line 7, we
then schedule the TT task τij in the middle of the slack time available at the
end of the static schedule on node M(τij) (in a manner similar to the case
illustrated in Figure 3.11.a). Such a schedule will result in a new value
w’max for the longest ET busy period (line 8), and we use this value as an
input to Equation (3.18), in order to determine an earlier possible start
time φc for τij (line 9). We schedule τij at φc and we compute again the
schedulability degree of the resulted system. In the end (lines 11-12), the
algorithm compares the schedulability degree of the four explored sched-
ules and keeps the one that produces a better cost function.

Figure 3.12: Optimised TT Task Scheduling

1 procedure schedule_TT_task(τij, M(τij))
2 compute largest ET busy period wmax on node M(τij)
3 LS = determine_largest_TT_start(M(τij))
4 schedule τij at φa = LS + wmax and compute cost DScha
5 LE = determine_largest_TT_end(M(τij))
6 schedule τij at φ’a = LE and compute cost DSch’a
7 schedule τij at φb inthe middle of the last slack on M(τij)
8 compute the new value w’max and the cost DSchb
9
10 schedule τij at φc and compute cost DSchc
11 select  with the smallest associated DSch
12 schedule τij at φij
13 end schedule_task

φc LS w′+ max w′max T⁄
ss

– Tss⋅=

φij φa φ′a φ,
b
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3.6 Experimental Results
For the evaluation of our scheduling and analysis algorithm we generated
a set of 2970 tests representing systems of 2 to 10 nodes. The number of
tasks mapped on each node varied between 10 and 30, leading to applica-
tions with a number of   20 up to 300 tasks. The tasks were grouped in
task-graphs of 5, 10 or 15 tasks. Between 20% and 80% of the total
number of tasks were considered as event-triggered and the rest were set
as time-triggered. The execution times of the tasks were generated in such
a way that the utilisation on each processor was between 20% and 80%. In
a similar manner we assured that 20% and up to 60% of the total utilisation
on a processor is required by the ET activities. All experiments were run
on an AMD Athlon 850MHz PC.

The first set of experiments compares two versions of the holistic
scheduling algorithm presented in Figure 3.6:
 • the simple list scheduling (SLS), in which TT tasks are scheduled in

an ASAP manner;
 • the improved list scheduling (ILS), in which TT tasks are scheduled

according to the optimised procedure presented in Figure 3.12.
In Figure 3.13.a we illustrate the capacity of the ILS based algorithm to

produce schedulable systems, compared to that of SLS. The figure shows
that ILS was able to generate between 31-55% more schedulable solutions
compared to the case when a simple list scheduling was used.

In addition, we computed the quality of the identified solutions, as the
percentage deviation of the schedulability degree (DSchxLS) of the ET
activities in the resulted system, relative to the schedulability degree of an
ideal solution (DSchref) in which the static schedule does not interfere at
all with the execution of the ET activities:

(3.19)

In other words, we used the function DSch as a measure of the interfer-
ence introduced by the TT activities on the execution of ET activities. In

Interference
DSchref DSchxLS

–

DSchref
-------------------------------------------------- 100⋅=
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fig Figure 3.13.b, we present the average quality of the solutions found by
the two algorithms. For this diagram, we used only those results where
both algorithms managed to find a schedulable solution. It is easy to
observe that the solutions obtained with ILS are constantly at a minimal
level of interference, while the SLS heuristic produces solutions in which
the TT interference is considerably higher, resulting in significantly larger
response times of the ET activities.

In Figure 3.13.c we present the average execution times of our schedul-
ing heuristic and compare them with the execution times of the simple list
scheduling algorithm. According to expectations, the execution time for
our ILS scheduling and schedulability analysis algorithm increases with
the size of the application. However, even for large applications, the algo-
rithm is still fast enough so that it could be efficiently used inside a design
space exploration loop with an extremely large number of iterations (see
Chapter 4).
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Chapter 4
Design Optimisation

NOW THAT WE ARE ABLE to derive the schedulability degree of a
heterogeneous TT/ET system that uses mixed scheduling policies, we
consider in this chapter a larger design context, which involves mapping,
scheduling and a couple of specific optimisation aspects which are charac-
teristic for this type of systems. In particular, we are interested in the fol-
lowing issues:
 • assignment of scheduling policies to tasks;
 • mapping of tasks to the nodes of the architecture;
 • optimisation of the access to the communication infrastructure;
 • scheduling of tasks and messages (that has been already discussed in

the previous chapter).
The goal is to produce an implementation that, using a given amount of

resources, meets all the timing constraints of the application. 
In this chapter, by scheduling policy assignment (SPA) we denote the

decision whether a certain task should be scheduled with SCS, FPS or
EDF. Mapping a task means assigning it to a particular hardware node.
During the optimisation of the bus access we concentrate on finding that
set of configuration parameters for the communication protocol that glo-
bally improves the system responsiveness.
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4.1 Specific Design Optimisation Problems

4.1.1 SCHEDULING POLICY ASSIGNMENT

Very often, the SPA and mapping decisions are taken based on the experi-
ence and preferences of the designer, considering aspects like the func-
tionality implemented by the task, the hardness of the constraints,
sensitivity to jitter, etc. Moreover, due to legacy constraints, the mapping
and scheduling policy of certain processes might be fixed.

Thus, we denote with PSCS ⊆ P the subset of tasks for which the
designer has assigned SCS, PFPS ⊆ P contains tasks to which FPS is
assigned, while PEDF ⊆ P contains those tasks for which the designer has
decided to use the EDF scheduling policy. There are tasks, however,
which do not exhibit certain particular features or requirements which
obviously lead to their scheduling as SCS, FPS or EDF activities. The sub-
set P+ = P \ (PSCS ∪ PFPS ∪ PEDF) of tasks could be assigned any sched-
uling policy. Decisions concerning the SPA to this set of activities can lead
to various trade-offs concerning, for example, the schedulability proper-
ties of the system, the size of the schedule tables, the utilization of
resources, etc.

Let us illustrate some of the issues related to SPA in such a context. In
the example presented in Figure 4.1 we have an application1 with six
tasks, τ1 to τ6, and three nodes, N1, N2 and N3. The worst-case execution
times on each node are given in the table labelled “Mapping”. Note that an
“x” in the table means that the task is not allowed to be mapped on that
node (the mapping of tasks is thus fixed for this example). The scheduling
policy assignment is captured by the table labelled “SPA”. Thus, tasks τ1
and τ2 are scheduled using SCS, while tasks τ5 and τ6 are scheduled with
FPS. Similarly, an “x” in the table means that the task cannot be scheduled
with the corresponding scheduling policy. We have to decide which sched-
uling policy to use for tasks τ3 and τ4, which can be scheduled with either
of the SCS or FPS scheduling policies.

1.Communications are ignored for the examples in this subsection.
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We can observe that the scheduling of τ3 and τ4 have a strong impact on
their successors, τ5 and τ6, respectively. Thus, we would like to schedule
τ4 such that not only τ3 can start on time, but τ4 also starts soon enough to
allow τ6 to meet its deadline. As we can see from Figure 4.1.a, this is
impossible to achieve by scheduling τ3 and τ4 with SCS. Although τ3
meets its deadline, it finishes too late for τ5 to finish on deadline. How-
ever, if we schedule τ4 with FPS, for example, as in Figure 4.1.b, both
deadlines are met. In this case, τ3 finishes on time to allow τ5 to meet its
deadline. Moreover, although τ4 is preempted by τ3, it still finishes on
time, meets its deadline, and allows τ6 to meet its deadline, as well. Note
that using EDF for τ4 (if it would share the same priority level with τ6, for
example) will also meet the deadline. The idea in this example is to allow
preemption for τ4.

For a given set of preemptable tasks, the example in Figure 4.2 illus-
trates the optimisation of the assignment of FPS and EDF policies. In
Figure 4.2 we have an application composed of four tasks running on two
nodes. Tasks τ1, τ2 and τ3 are mapped on node N1, while task τ4 runs on
N2. Tasks τ2 and τ3 have the same priority, while task τ4 is data dependent
of task τ1. All tasks in the system have the same worst case-execution
times (20 ms), deadlines (60 ms) and periods (80 ms). Tasks τ2 and τ3 are

Figure 4.1: Scheduling Policy Assignment Example #1
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scheduled with EDF, τ4 with FPS, and we have to decide the scheduling
policy for τ1, between EDF and FPS.

If τ1 is scheduled according to EDF, thus sharing the same priority level
“1” with the tasks on node N1, then task τ4, in the worst case, misses its
deadline (Figure 4.2.a). Note that in the time line for node N1 in Figure 4.2
we depict several worst-case scenarios: each EDF task on node N1 is
depicted considering the worst-case interference from the other EDF tasks
on N1. However, the situation changes if on node N1 we use FPS for τ1
(i.e., changing the priority levels of τ2 and τ3 from “1” to “2”).
Figure 4.2.b shows the response times when task τ1 has the highest prior-
ity on N1 (τ1 retains priority “1”) and the other tasks are running under
EDF at a lower priority level (τ2 and τ3 share lower priority “2”). Because
in this situation there is no interference from tasks τ2 and τ3, the worst-
case response time for task τ1 decreases considerably, allowing task τ4 to
finish before its deadline, so that the system becomes schedulable.

4.1.2 MAPPING

The designer might have already decided the mapping for a part of the
tasks. For example, certain tasks, due to constraints such as having to be
close to sensors/actuators, have to be physically located in a particular

Figure 4.2: Scheduling Policy Assignment Example #2
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hardware unit. They represent the set PM ⊆ P of already mapped tasks.
Consequently, we denote with P* = P \ PM the tasks for which the mapping
has not yet been decided.

For a distributed heterogeneous system, the communication infrastruc-
ture has an important impact on the design and, in particular, on the map-
ping decisions. Let us consider the example in Figure 4.3 where we have
an application consisting of four tasks, τ1 to τ4, and an architecture with
three nodes, N1 to N3. Thus, the bus will have three static slots, S1 to S3 for
each node, respectively. The sequence of slots on the bus is S2 followed by
S1 and then S3. We have decided to place a single dynamic phase within a
bus cycle, labelled “DYN” and depicted in gray, preceding the three static
slots (see Section 2.2 for the details about the bus protocol). We assume
that τ1, τ3 and τ4 are mapped on node N1, and we are interested to map task
τ2. Task τ2 is allowed to be mapped on node N2 or on node N3, and its exe-
cution times are depicted in the table labelled “mapping”. Moreover, the
scheduling policy is fixed for each task, such that all tasks are scheduled
with SCS.

In order to meet the deadline, one would map τ2 on the node it executes
fastest, i.e., node N2 see Figure 4.3.a. However, in spite of the shorter exe-
cution time of the task τ2, the response time for τ3 is extended beyond the
task deadline due to the long communication delay. One can observe in the

Figure 4.3: Mapping Example
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Figure 4.3.a that the first slot where node N2 is able to send message m2
appears only in the third bus cycle. The application will meet the deadline
only if τ2 is, counter-intuitively, mapped on the slower node, i.e., node N3,
as depicted in Figure 4.3.b: in this situation, message m2 will be sent in
slot S3 during the second bus cycle, leading to a shorter communication
delay and to a response time for τ3 that is small enough in order to meet the
deadline imposed on that task.

4.1.3 BUS ACCESS OPTIMISATION

The configuration of the bus access cycle has a strong impact on the global
performance of the system. The parameters of this cycle have to be opti-
mised such that they fit the particular application and the timing require-
ments. Parameters to be optimised are the number of static and dynamic
phases during a communication cycle, as well as the length and order of
these phases. Considering the static phases, parameters to be fixed are the
order, number, and length of slots assigned to the different nodes. Let us
denote such a bus configuration with B.

Figure 4.4: Optimization of Bus Access Cycle
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For example, consider the situation in Figure 4.4, where task τ1 is
mapped on node N1 and sends a message m to task τ2 which is mapped on
node N2. In case a), task τ1 misses the start of the ST Slot1 and, therefore,
message m will be sent during the next bus cycle, causing the receiver task
τ2 to miss its deadline D2. In case b), the order of ST slots inside the bus
cycle is changed, the message m will be transmitted earlier and τ2 will
meet its deadline. The resulted situation can be further improved, as it can
be seen in Figure 4.4.c), where task τ2 finishes even earlier, if the first
DYN phase in the bus cycle can be eliminated without producing intoler-
able delays of the DYN messages (which have been ignored in this exam-
ple).

4.2 Exact Problem Formulation
As an input we have an application A given as a set of task graphs
(Section 2.4) and a system architecture consisting of a set N of nodes
(Section 2.1). As introduced previously, PSCS, PFPS and PEDF are the sets
of tasks for which the designer has already assigned SCS, FPS or EDF
scheduling policy, respectively. Also, PM is the set of already mapped
tasks.

As part of our problem, we are interested to:

 • find a scheduling policy assignment S for tasks in P+ =
P \ (PSCS ∪ PFPS ∪ PEDF);

 • decide a mapping for tasks in P* = P \ PM;

 • determine a bus configuration B;

 • determine the schedule table for the SCS tasks and priorities of FPS
and EDF tasks;

such that imposed deadlines are guaranteed to be satisfied.
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4.3 Design Optimisation Strategy
The design problem formulated in the previous section is NP-complete
(the scheduling sub-problem, in a simpler context, is already NP-complete
[Ull75]). Therefore, our strategy, outlined in Figure 4.5, is to divide the
problem into several, more manageable, sub-problems. Our Optimisation-

Strategy has three steps:
 1. In the first step (lines 1–3) we decide on an initial bus access configu-

ration B 0 (function InitialBusAccess), and an initial policy assignment S 0

and mapping M 0 (function InitialMSPA). The initial bus access configu-
ration, scheduling policy assignment and mapping algorithm (lines 1-2
in Figure 4.5) are presented in Section 4.3.1. Once an initial mapping,
scheduling policy assignment and bus configuration are obtained, the
application is scheduled using the HolisticScheduling algorithm (line 3)
described in Section 3.5, Figure 3.6. 

 2. If the application is schedulable, the optimisation strategy stops. Oth-
erwise, it continues with the second step by using an iterative
improvement mapping and policy assignment heuristic, MSPAHeuristic

(line 4), presented in Section 4.3.2, to improve the partitioning and
mapping obtained in the first step. 

 3. If the application is still not schedulable, we use, in the third step, the
algorithm BusAccessOptimisation, which optimises the access to the
communication infrastructure (line 6). If the application is still un-
schedulable, we conclude that no satisfactory implementation could be

Figure 4.5: The General Strategy

OptimisationStrategy(A)
1 Step 1:B0 = InitialBusAccess(A)
2 (M0, S0) = InitialMSPA(A, B0 )
3 if HolisticScheduling(A, M0, B0, S0) returns schedulable then stop end if
4 Step 2:(M, S, B ) = MSPAHeuristic(A, M0, B0)
5 if HolisticScheduling(A, M, S, B ) returns schedulable then stop end if
6 Step 3:B = BusAccessOptimisation(A, M, S, B )
7 HolisticScheduling(A, M, B, S )
end OptimisationStrategy
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found with the available amount of resources. 

4.3.1 BUILDING AN INITIAL CONFIGURATION

The first step starts with generating a mapping and partitioning of the
tasks, as well as a bus cycle (lines 1-2 in Figure 4.5). Such an initial sys-
tem configuration is based on a very simple and fast heuristic that relies on
the following strategies:

 • The scheduling policy assignment is performed with the only con-
straint to evenly distribute the load between the SCS and the FPS/EDF
domains.

 • The mapping is based on a very fast heuristic aimed at minimising
inter-processor communication while keeping a balanced processor
load.

 • The initial bus cycle is constructed in the following two steps: 
 1.  We consider that each node can transmit messages during only one ST

slot inside a bus cycle. The ST slots are assigned in order to the nodes
such that Nodei transmits during Sloti (Figure 2.1). The length of Sloti
is set to a value which is equal to the length of the largest ST message
generated by a task mapped on Nodei. Considering an architecture of 4
nodes, a structure like the one in Figure 4.6.(a) is produced after this
step.

 2. Dynamic phases are introduced in order to generate a mixed ST/DYN
bus cycle. We start from the rough assumption that the total length of
the dynamic phases over a period TSS (TSS is the length of the static

Figure 4.6: Initial Bus Configuration
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schedule, see 3.5) is equal to the total length of the DYN messages
transmitted over the same period, which is:

(4.1)

where Ti and Li are the period and the length (expressed in time units)

of the DYN message mi. We set the length of each DYN phase to the

length . of the largest DYN message. The number n of

dynamic phases in each cycle can be determined from the following
equation:

(4.2)

where LST is the total length of the static slots in a bus cycle and

 is the length of the bus cycle. Finally, the dynamic

phases are evenly distributed inside the bus cycle. Figure 4.6.b illus-
trates such an initial bus configuration.

4.3.2 MAPPING AND SCHEDULING POLICY ASSIGNMENT 
HEURISTIC

In Step 2 of our optimisation strategy (Figure 4.5), the following design
transformations are performed with the goal to produce a schedulable sys-
tem implementation:
 • change the scheduling policy of a task;
 • change the mapping of a task;
 • change the priority level of a FPS of EDF task.

Our optimisation algorithm is presented in Figure 4.7 and it implements
a greedy approach in which every task in the system is iteratively mapped
on each node (line 4) and assigned to each scheduling policy (line 8),
under the constraints imposed by the designer. The next step involves

TSS
Ti

--------- Li⋅
mi DYNdomain∈

∑

LDYN
max

TSS

LST n LDYN
max⋅+

---------------------------------------- n LDYN
max⋅ ⋅

TSS
Ti

--------- Li⋅
mi DYNdomain∈

∑=

LST n LDYN
max⋅+
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adjustments to the bus access cycle (line 10), which are needed for the
case when the bus cycle configuration cannot handle the minimum
requirements of the current inter-node communication. Such adjustments
are mainly based on enlargement of the static slots or dynamic phases in
the bus cycle, and are required in the case the bus has to support larger
messages than before. New messages may appear on the bus due to, for
example, re-mapping of tasks; consequently, there may be new ST mes-
sages that are larger than the current static slot for the sender node (or sim-
ilarly the bus will face the situation where new DYN messages are larger
than the largest DYN phase in the bus cycle).

Figure 4.7: Policy Assignment and Mapping 

MSPAHeuristic(A, M, B, S)
1 for each activity τij in the system do
2 for each processor Ni ∈ N in the system do
3 if τij in P* then -- can be remapped
4 M(τij) = Ni
5 end if
6 for policy = SCS, FPS do
7 if τij in P+ then -- the scheduling policy can be changed
8 S (τij) = policy
9 end if
10 adjust bus cycle(A, M, B, S)
11 recompute FPS priority levels
12 for all FPS tasks τab sharing identical priority levels do
13 S(τab) = EDF
14 end for
15 HolisticScheduling(A, M, B, S)
16 if δA < best_δA then
17 best_policyij = S(τij); best_processorij = M(τij)
18 best_δA = δA
19 end if
20 if δA < 0 then
21 return best (M, B, S)
22 end if
23 end for
24 end for
25 end for

end MSPAHeuristic
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Such an adjustment of the bus access cycle is illustrated in Figure 4.8,
where 4 TT tasks are mapped on 3 nodes (N1, N2 and N3). The number at
the side of each message represents its length. Tasks mapped on different
nodes communicate through ST messages and an ST slot should be able to
accommodate the longest message transmitted by the associated node.
The figure shows how the lengths of the slots associated with N1 and N2
are modified after a task has been re-mapped. In one case, task τ2 is moved
from N2 to N1and therefore, the message m1,2 will disappear (τ1 and τ2 are
both mapped on N1), while message m2,4 will be transmitted in Slot1
instead of Slot2. In the second case, τ3 is moved from N2 to N1, which
means that m1,3 disappears, while m3,4 is transmitted in Slot1.

Before the system is analysed for its timing properties, our heuristic
also tries to optimise the priority assignment of tasks running under FPS
(line 11). The state of the art approach for such a task is the HOPA algo-
rithm for assigning priority levels to tasks in multiprocessor systems
[Gut95]. However, due to the fact that HOPA was computationally expen-
sive to be run inside our design optimisation loop, we use a scaled down
greedy algorithm, in which we drastically reduce the number of iterations
needed for determining an optimised priority assignment.

Finally, the resulted system configuration is analysed (line 15) using the
scheduling and schedulability analysis algorithm presented in Section 3.5,

Figure 4.8: Adjustment of the Bus Access Cycle
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Figure 3.6. The resulted cost function will decide whether the current con-
figuration is better than the current best one (lines 16–19). Moreover, if all
activities meet their deadlines (DSch < 0), the optimisation heuristic stops
the exploration process and returns the current best-so-far configuration
(lines 20-22).

4.3.3 BUS ACCESS OPTIMISATION

It may be the case that even after the mapping and partitioning step, some
ET activities are still not schedulable. In the third step (line 6, Figure 4.5),
our algorithm tries to remedy this problem by changing the parameters of
the bus cycle, like ST slot lengths and order, as well as the number, length
and order of the ST and DYN phases. The goal is to generate a bus access
scheme which is better adapted to the particular task configuration. The
heuristic is illustrated in Figure 4.9. The algorithm iteratively looks for the
right place and size of Sloti used for transmission of ST messages from
Nodei (outermost loops). The position of Sloti is swapped with all the posi-
tions of slots of higher order (line 03). Also, all alternative lengths (lines
04-05) of Sloti larger than its minimal allowed length (which is equal to

Figure 4.9: Bus Access Optimisation

1 for i = 1 to NrNodes
2 for j = i to NrNodes
3 swap Sloti with Slotj
4 for all slot lengths λ > min_len(Sloti)
5 len(Sloti) = λ
6 for all DYN phase lengths π
7 len(Phi) = π
8 if DSch ≤ 0 then stop endif
9 keep solution with lowest DSch
10 end for
11 end for
12 swap back Sloti and Slotj
13 end for
14  bind best position and length of Sloti 
15 bind length of Phi
16 end for
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the length of the largest ST message generated by a task mapped on Nodei)
are considered. For any particular length and position of Sloti, alternative
lengths of the adjacent ET phase Phi are considered (innermost loop). For
each alternative, the schedulability analysis evaluates cost DSch, and the
solution with the lowest cost is selected. If DSch ≤ 0, the system is sched-
ulable and the heuristic is stopped.

It is important to notice that the possible length π of an ET phase (line
06) includes also the value 0. Therefore, in the final bus cycle, it is not
needed that each static slot is followed by a dynamic phase (see also
Figure 2.1). Dynamic phases introduced as result of the previous steps can
be eliminated by setting the length to π = 0 (such a transformation is illus-
trated in Figure 4.4.c). It should be also mentioned that enlarging a slot/
phase can increase the schedulability by allowing several ST/DYN mes-
sages to be transmitted quickly immediately one after another. At the same
time, the following slots are delayed, which means that ST messages
transmitted by nodes assigned to upcoming slots will arrive later. There-
fore, the optimal schedulability will be obtained for slot and phase lengths
which are not tending towards the maximum. The number of alternative
slot and phase lengths to be considered by the heuristic in Figure 4.9 is
limited by the following two factors:
 1. The maximum length of a static slot or dynamic phase is fixed by the

technology (e.g. 32 or 64 bits).
 2. Only frames consisting of entire messages can be transmitted, which

excludes several alternatives.

4.4 Experimental Results
For the evaluation of our design optimisation heuristic we have used syn-
thetic applications as well as a real-life example consisting of a vehicle
cruise controller.

We have randomly generated applications of 40, 60, 80 and 100 tasks on
systems with 4 processors. 56 applications were generated for each dimen-
sion, thus a total of 224 applications were used for experimental evalua-
tion. An equal number of applications with processor utilisation of 20%,
40%, 60% and 80% were generated for each application dimension. All
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experiments were run on an AMD AthlonXP 2400+ processor, with 512
MB RAM.

We were first interested to determine the quality of our design optimisa-
tion approach for hierarchically scheduled systems, the MSPAHeuristic

(MSPA, see Figure 4.7). We have compared the percentage of schedulable
implementations found by MSPA with the number of schedulable solu-
tions obtained by the InitialMSPA algorithm described in Section 4.3 (see
Figure 4.5, line 2), which derives a straight-forward system implementa-
tion, denoted with SF. The results are depicted in Figure 4.10.a. We can
see that our MSPA heuristic (the black bars) performs very well, and finds
a number of schedulable systems that is considerably and consistently
higher than the number of schedulable systems obtained with the SF
approach (the white bars). On average, MSPA finds 44.5% more schedu-
lable solutions than SF. 

Second, we were interested to determine the impact of the scheduling
policy assignment (SPA) decisions on the number of schedulable applica-
tions obtained. Thus, for the same applications, we considered that the
task mapping is fixed by the SF approach, and only the SPA is optimised.
Figure 4.10.a presents this approach, labelled “MSPA/No mapping”, cor-
responding to the gray bars. We can see that most of the improvement over
the SF approach is obtained by carefully optimising the SPA in our MSPA
heuristic.

We were also interested to find out what is the impact of the processor
utilization of an application on the quality of the implementations pro-
duced by our optimisation heuristic. Figure 4.10.b presents the percentage
of schedulable solutions found by MSPA and SF as we ranged the utiliza-
tion from 20% to 80%. We can see that SF degrades very quickly with the
increased utilization, with under 10% schedulable solutions for applica-
tions with 40% utilization and without finding any schedulable solution
for applications with 80% utilization, while MSPA is able to find a signif-
icant number of schedulable solutions even for high processor utilisation.

In Figure 4.10.c we show the average run times obtained by applying
our MSPA heuristic on the examples presented in Figure 4.10.a. The upper
curve illustrates the average execution times for those applications which
were not found schedulable by our heuristic. This curve can be considered
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as an upper bound for the computation time of our algorithm. For the
examples that were found schedulable, our heuristic stops the exploration
process earlier, thus leading to smaller computation times, as shown in the
lower curve in Figure 4.10.c. We can see that, considering the complex
optimisation steps performed, our design optimisation heuristic produces
good quality results in a reasonable amount of time (for example, the heu-
ristic will finish on average in less than 500 seconds for applications with
80 tasks that were found schedulable).

In the case when Step 2 of the general design optimisation strategy (line
4 in Figure 4.5) does not yield a system that meets its deadlines, an addi-
tional bus access optimisation is performed at the end of the MSPA. In our
experiments we have found that after such a bus access optimisation (Step
3 in Figure 4.5) the number of schedulable applications found will
increase with 4-6%. While such an increase may seem insignificant, we
have to take into consideration that the second step of the general strategy
is already aggressive enough in finding schedulable systems. The full
power of the bus access optimisation will be more visible in Chapter 7,
where we exclusively investigate the influence of the bus access structure
on the schedulability degree of the system.

Finally, we have considered the real-life example implementing a vehi-
cle cruise controller described in Appendix C. For this example, SF failed
to produce a schedulable implementation. We applied our design optimi-
sation heuristic MSPA first in a context in which the mapping is fixed by
SF, and we only allowed the reassignment of scheduling policies. After
29.5 seconds, the best scheduling policy allocation that was found still
resulted in an unschedulable system, but with a “degree of schedulability”
three times higher than the one obtained by SF. When optimisation of task
mapping was also allowed, MSPA succeeded in finding a schedulable sys-
tem configuration after 28.49 seconds.
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Chapter 5
The FlexRay

Communication Protocol

FlexRay is a communication protocol heavily promoted by a large group
of car manufacturers and automotive electronics suppliers. However,
before it can be successfully used for safety-critical applications that
require predictability, timing analysis techniques are necessary for provid-
ing bounds for the message communication times.

In this part of the thesis we present an approach to timing analysis of
applications communicating over a FlexRay bus, taking into consideration
the specific aspects of this protocol, including the DYN segment. More
exactly, we propose techniques for determining the timing properties of
messages transmitted in the static and the dynamic segments of a FlexRay
communication cycle. We first develop a worst-case response time analy-
sis for ET messages sent using the DYN segment, thus providing predict-
ability for messages transmitted in this segment. The analysis techniques
for messages are integrated in the context of a holistic schedulability anal-
ysis algorithm that computes the worst-case response times of all the tasks
and messages in the system.

Such an analysis, while being able to bound the message transmission
times on both the ST and DYN segments, represents the first step towards
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enabling the use of this protocol in a systematic way for time critical appli-
cations. The second step towards an efficient use of FlexRay is taken in
the following chapter, where we propose several optimisation techniques
that consider the particular features of an application during the process of
finding a FlexRay bus configuration that can guarantee that all time con-
straints are satisfied. 

The second part of the thesis is organised as follows. The remaining part
of the current chapter presents the FlexRay media access control. In Chap-
ter 6, we present our timing analysis for distributed real-time systems that
use the FlexRay protocol, together with the experimental results we have
run in order to determine the efficiency of our approaches. Chapter 7
shows how system schedulability is improved as a result of careful bus
access optimisation. We will present and evaluate three optimisation algo-
rithms that can be used to improve the schedulability of a system that uses
FlexRay. We will evaluate the proposed analysis and optimisation tech-
niques using extensive experiments.

5.1 The Media Access Control for FlexRay 
In this section we will describe how messages generated by the CPU reach
the communication controller and how they are transmitted on the bus. Let
us consider the example in Figure 5.1 where we have an architecture con-
sisting of three nodes, N1 to N3 sending messages ma, mb,... mh using a
FlexRay bus.

Figure 5.1 depicts the main components of a node in a FlexRay-based
system:
 • the communication controller that connects the node to the FlexRay

bus
 • the host, that contains a CPU and local memories
 • the controller-host-interface (CHI) which is mainly represented in the

figure as a set of buffers used for sending data between the host and
the communication controller

In FlexRay, the communication takes place in periodic cycles
(Figure 5.1.b depicts two cycles of length Tbus). Each cycle contains two
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time intervals with different bus access policies: an ST segment and a
DYN segment1. The ST and DYN segment lengths can differ, but are
fixed over the cycles. We denote with STbus and DYNbus the length of these
segments. Both the ST and DYN segments are composed of several slots.
In the ST segment, the slots number is fixed, and the slots have constant
and equal length, regardless of whether ST messages are sent or not over
the bus in that cycle. The length of an ST slot is specified by the FlexRay
global configuration parameter gdStaticSlot [Fle07]. In Figure 5.1 there
are three static slots for the ST segment. 

The length of the DYN segment is specified in number of “minislots”,
and is equal to gNumberOfMinislots. Thus, during the DYN segment, if no
message is to be sent during a certain slot, then that slot will have a very
small length (equal to the length gdMinislot of a so called minislot), other-
wise the DYN slot will have a length equal with the number of minislots
needed for transmitting the whole message [Fle07]. This can be seen in
Figure 5.1.b, where DYN slot 2 has 3 minislots (4, 5, and 6) in the first bus
cycle, when message me is transmitted, and one minislot (denoted with
“MS” and corresponding to the minislot counter 2) in the second bus cycle
when no message is sent.

During any slot (ST or DYN), only one node is allowed to send a frame
on the bus, and that is the node which holds the message with the frame
identifier (FrameID) equal to the current value of the slot counter. There
are two slot counters, corresponding to the ST and DYN segments, respec-
tively. The assignment of frame identifiers to nodes is static and decided
off-line, during the design phase. Each node that sends messages has one
or more ST and/or DYN slots associated to it. The bus conflicts are solved
by allocating off-line one slot to at most one node, thus making it impos-
sible for two nodes to send during the same ST or DYN slot. 

In Figure 5.1, node N1 has been allocated ST slot 2 and DYN slot 3, N2
transmits through ST slots 1 and 3 and DYN slots 2 and 4, while node N3
has DYN slots 1 and 5. For each of these slots, the CHI reserves a buffer
that can be written by the CPU and read by the communication controller

1. The FlexRay bus cycle contains also a symbol window and a network idle time, 
but their size does not affect the equations in our analysis. For simplicity, they 
will be ignored during the examples throughout the thesis.
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(these buffers are read by the communication controller at the beginning
of each slot, in order to prepare the transmission of frames). The associ-
ated buffers in the CHI are depicted in Figure 5.1.a. We denote with

 the number of dynamic slots associated to a node Np (this
means that for N2 in Figure 5.1,  has value 2).

We use different approaches for ST and DYN messages to decide which
messages are transmitted during the allocated slots. For ST messages, we
consider that the CPU in each node holds a schedule table with the trans-
mission times. Each transmission time is expressed in the table as a pair of
numbers representing the ST slot and the number of the bus cycle inside
the hyper-period that is covered by the static cyclic schedule. When the
time comes for an ST message to be transmitted, the CPU will place that
message in its associated ST buffer of the CHI. For example, ST message
mb sent from node N1 has an entry “2/2” in the schedule table specifying
that it should be sent in the second ST slot of the second bus cycle. 

For the DYN messages, the designer specifies their FrameID. For
example, DYN message me has the frame identifier “2”. We assume that
there can be several messages sharing the same DYN FrameID1. For
example, messages mg and mf have both FrameID 4. If two messages with
the same frame identifier are ready to be sent in the same bus cycle, a pri-
ority scheme is used to decide which message will be sent first. Each DYN
message mi has associated a priority prioritymi

. Messages with the same
FrameID will be placed in an output queue ordered based on their priori-
ties. The message form the head of the priority queue is sent in the current
bus cycle. For example, message mf will be sent before mg because it has a
higher priority. 

At the beginning of each communication cycle, the communication
controller of a node resets the slot and minislot counters. At the beginning
of each communication slot, the controller verifies if there are messages
ready for transmission (present in the CHI send buffers) and packs them

1. If messages are not sharing FrameIDs, this is handled implicitly as a particular 
case of our analysis.

DYNSlotsNp

DYNSlotsN2
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into frames1. In the example in Figure 5.1 we assume that all messages are
ready for transmission before the first bus cycle.

Messages selected and packed into ST frames will be transmitted dur-
ing the bus cycle that is about to start according to the schedule table. For
example, in Figure 5.1, messages ma and mc are placed into the associated
ST buffers in the CHI in order to be transmitted in the first bus cycle.
However, messages selected and packed into DYN frames will be trans-
mitted during the DYN segment of the bus cycle only if there is enough
time until the end of the DYN segment. Such a situation is verified by
comparing if, in the moment the DYN slot counter reaches the value of the
FrameID for that message, the value of the minislot counter is smaller
than a given value pLatestTx. The value pLatestTx is fixed for each node
during the design phase, depending on the size of the largest DYN frame
that node will have to send during run-time. For example, in Figure 5.1,
message mh is ready for transmission before the first bus cycle starts, but,
after message mf is transmitted, there is not enough room left in the DYN
segment. This will delay the transmission of mh for the next bus cycle.

1. In this thesis we do not address frame-packing [PopP05], and thus assume that 
one message is sent per frame.
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Chapter 6
Timing Analysis of FlexRay

Messages

Given a distributed system based on FlexRay, as described in the previous
two sections, the tasks and messages have to be scheduled. As presented in
Chapter 3, this means that for the SCS tasks and ST messages we need to
build the schedule tables, while for the FPS tasks and DYN messages we
have to determine their worst-case response times.

The global scheduling and analysis algorithm presented in Chapter 3 is,
in principle, valid for all distributed embedded systems that rely on heter-
ogeneous communication protocols, which makes it applicable for the
FlexRay based systems, too. More exactly, this means that for the ST mes-
sages transmitted over FlexRay we can build the static cyclic schedule
using the same algorithm presented in Figure 3.6. However, for the DYN
messages we will have to modify the schedulability analysis, since the
FlexRay DYN segment relies on FTDMA and not on CSMA/BA like in
Chapter 3.

The next subsection presents our solution for computing the worst case
response times of DYN messages, while in Section 6.2 we will integrate
this solution into a holistic schedulability analysis that determines the tim-
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ing properties of both FPS tasks and DYN messages (which is called in
line 11, of the schedule_TT_task presented in Figure 3.6).

6.1 Schedulability Analysis of DYN Messages
We have captured in the following equation the worst case response time
Rm of a FlexRay DYN message m:

, (6.1)

where Cm is the message communication time (see Section 2.4), σm is the
longest delay suffered during one bus cycle if the message is generated by
its sender task after its slot has passed, and wm is the worst case delay
caused by the transmission of ST frames and higher priority DYN mes-
sages during a given time interval t. For example, in Figure 6.1, we con-
sider that a message m is supposed to be transmitted in the 3rd DYN slot of
the bus cycle. The figure presents the case when message m appears dur-
ing the first bus cycle after the 3rd DYN slot has passed, therefore the
message has to wait  until the next bus cycle starts. In the second bus
cycle, the message has to wait for the ST segment and for the first two
DYN slots to finish, delay denoted with wm (that also contains the trans-
mission of a message m’ that uses the second DYN slot).

The communication controller decides what message is to be sent on the
bus in a certain communication slot at the beginning of that slot. As a con-
sequence, in the worst case, a DYN message m is generated by its sender
task immediately after the slot with the FrameIDm has started, forcing
message m to wait until the next bus cycle starts in order to really start

Rm t( ) σm wm t( ) Cm+ +=

Figure 6.1: Response Time of a DYN Message

ST ST m
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competing for the bus. In conclusion, in the worst case, the delay σm has
the value: 

, (6.2)

where STbus is the length of the ST segment.
What is now left to be determined is the value wm corresponding to the

maximum amount of delay that can be produced by interference from ST
frames and DYN messages. We start from the observations that the trans-
mission of a ready DYN message m during the DYN slot FrameIDm can
be delayed because of the following causes:
 • local messages with higher priority, that are generated by the same

node and use the same frame identifier as m. We will denote this set of
higher priority local messages with hp(m). For example, in
Figure 5.1.a, messages mg and mf share FrameID 4, thus hp(mg) =
{mf}.

 • any messages in the system that can use DYN slots with lower frame
identifiers than the one used by m. We will denote this set of messages
having lower frame identifiers with lf(m). In Figure 5.1.a, lf(mg) =
{md, me}.

 • unused DYN slots with frame identifiers lower than the one used for
sending m (though such slots are unused, each of them still delays the
transmission of m for an interval of time equal with the length
gdMinislot of one minislot); we will denote the set of such minislots
with ms(m). Thus, in the example in Figure 5.1.a, ms(mg) = {1, 2, 3},
and ms(mf)={3}.

Determining the interference of DYN messages in FlexRay is compli-
cated by several factors. Let us consider the example in Figure 6.2, where
we have two nodes, N1 (with FrameIDs 1 and 3) and N2 (with FrameID 2),
and three messages m1 to m3. N1 sends m1 and m3, and N2 sends message
m2. Messages m1 and m2 have FrameIDs 1 and 2, respectively. We con-
sider two situations: Figure 6.2.a, where m3 has a separate FrameID 3, and
Figure 6.2.b, where m3 shares the same FrameID 1 with m1. The values of
pLatestTx for each node are depicted in the figure1. 

1. We use pLatestTxm to denote pLatestTxN of the node N sending message m.

σm Tbus STbus FrameIDm gdMinislot⋅+( )–=
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In Figure 6.2.a, message m2, that has a lower FrameID than m3, cannot
be sent immediately after message m1, because the value of the minislot
counter has exceeded the value  when the value of the DYN
slot counter becomes equal to 2 (hence, m2 does not fit in this DYN cycle).
As a consequence, the transmission of m2 will be delayed for the next bus
cycle. However, since in the moment when the DYN slot counter becomes
3 the minislot counter does not exceed the value , message m3
will fit in the first bus cycle. Thus, a message (m3 in our case) can be sent
before another message with a lower FrameID (m2). Such situations must
be accounted for when building the worst-case scenario. 

In Figure 6.2.b, message m3 shares the same FrameID 1 with m1 but we
consider that it has a lower priority, thus hp(m3) = {m1}. In this case, m3 is
sent in the first DYN slot of the second bus cycle (the first slot of the first
cycle is occupied with m1) and thus will delay the transmission of m2. In
this scenario, we notice that assigning a lower frame identifier to a mes-
sage does not necessarily reduce the worst-case response time of that mes-
sage (compare to the situation in Figure 6.2.a, where m3 has FrameID =
3).

We next focus on determining the delay wm(t) in Equation (6.1). The
delay produced by all the elements in hp(m), lf(m) and ms(m) can extend to
one or more bus cycles. As a consequence, Equation (6.1) for finding the
worst case response time Rm can be rewritten as:

(6.3)

where BusCyclesm(t) is the number of bus periods for which the transmis-
sion of m is not possible because transmission of messages from hp(m)
and lf(m) and because of minislots in ms(m). The delay  denotes now
the time, in the last bus cycle, until m is sent, and is measured from the
beginning of the bus cycle in which message m is sent until the actual
transmission of m starts. For example, in Figure 6.2.b,  = 1
and  = . Note that both these terms are functions of time,
computed over an analysed interval t. This means that when computing
them we have to take into consideration all the elements in hp(m), lp(m)
and ms(m) that can appear during such a given time interval t. Thus, we
will consider the multi-set hp(m, t) containing all the occurrences over t of

pLatestTxm2

pLatestTxm3

Rm t( ) σm BusCyclesm t( ) T×
bus

w'm t( ) Cm+ + +=

w'm t( )

BusCyclesm2

w'm2
t( ) STbus Cm3

+
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elements in hp(m). The number of such occurrences for a message
 is equal to: , where Tl is the period of the message

l and Jl is its worst-case jitter (such a jitter is computed as the difference
between the worst-case and best-case response times of its sender task s:

 [Pal98]). Similarly, lf(m, t) and ms(m, t) consider all the
occurrences over t of elements in lf(m) and ms(m) respectively.

The next two sections (6.1.1 and 6.1.2) present the optimal (i.e., exact)
solutions for determining the values for BusCyclesm(t) and , respec-
tively. These, however, can be intractable for larger problem sizes. Hence,
in Sections 6.1.3 and 6.1.4 we propose heuristics that quickly compute
upper bounds (i.e., pessimistic) values for these terms.

Once for any given t we know how to obtain the values BusCycles(t)
and , we can use this knowledge to determine the worst case
response time for a message m using equation Equation (6.3). This equa-
tion is solved using an iterative process that is depicted in Figure 6.3. The
algorithm Compute_DYN_message_response_time starts by considering an
initial value t = Cm and an identical initial message response time Rm = t
(lines 1-2). However, the initial time interval t does not consider possible
delays or interferences produced by other messages in the system. There-
fore, the iteration that follows in lines 3-8 is adjusting the message
response time by computing in each step k the values for BusCyclesm(t),

 and R(t) respectively. At the end of each iteration, the analysed time
interval is adjusted, according to the new value of the response time for
message m (line 7). The entire process ends when the response times com-

l hp m( )∈ Jl t+( ) Tl⁄

Jl Rs Rs
b–=

w'm t( )

 Compute_DYN_message_response_time(m)
1 t = Cm
2 Rk-1 = t
3 do
4 compute BusCyclesm(t)
5 compute w’m(t)
6 compute Rk(t) using Equation (6.3)
7 set t = Rk(t)
8 until Rk(t) = Rk-1(t)
9 set Rm = t

Figure 6.3: Iterative process for solving Equation (6.3)

w'm t( )

w'm t( )
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puted over two successive iterations does not change (line 8), meaning
that the analysed time interval t is large enough to allow the transmission
of all the messages in hp(m) and lf(m), of all the minislots in ms(m), and of
the message m itself, while accounting at the same time for all the ST seg-
ments that can appear during t. This means that the value t produced after
the iteration is completed represents actually the computed worst-case
response time of message m, hence it has to be saved accordingly (line 9).

6.1.1 OPTIMAL SOLUTION FOR 

We start with the observation that a message m with FrameIDm cannot be
sent by a node Np during a bus cycle b if at least one of the following con-
ditions is fulfilled:
 1. There is too much interference from elements in lf(m) and ms(m), so

that the minislot counter exceeds the value , making it im-
possible for Np to start the transmission of m during b. For example in
Figure 6.2.a, message m2 cannot be sent during the first bus cycle be-
cause the transmission of a higher priority message m1 pushes the
minislot counter over the value .

 2. The DYN slot FrameIDm in b is used by another local higher priority
message from hp(m). For example, in Figure 6.2.b, messages m1 and
m3 share the same frame identifier and hp(m3) = {m1}. Therefore, the
transmission of m3 in the first bus cycle is not possible.

Whenever a bus cycle satisfies at least one of these two conditions, it
will be called “filled”, since it is unusable for the transmission of the mes-
sage m under analysis. In the worst case, the value BusCyclesm(t) is then
the maximum number of bus cycles that can be filled using elements from
hp(m), lf(m) and ms(m).

BusCyclesm

mema mc mb mdmf mg

Tbus
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Since messages in hp(m, t) and lf(m, t) can become ready at any point
during the analysed interval t, one can notice that, in the worst case, each
bus cycle which is filled with an element from hp(m, t) will contain no
messages from lf(m, t). This means that in the worst case, each filled bus
cycle will contain either only messages from lf(m, t), or only one message
from hp(m, t). For example, considering the same setup presented in
Figure 5.1, the worst-case scenario for message mg is when message mf is
ready at the beginning of the first bus cycle and messages md and me
become ready just before the start of their slots in the second bus cycle
(see Figure 6.3 for the worst-case scenario of mg).

This means that, in the worst case, the delay produced by elements in
lf(m, t) and ms(m, t) adds up to that produced by messages in hp(m, t):

, (6.4)

where we denote with BusCyclesm(hp(m, t)) the number of bus cycles in
which the delay of the message m under analysis is produced by messages
in hp(m, t) (corresponding to the second condition presented above); sim-
ilarly, BusCyclesm(lf(m, t), ms(m, t)) is the number of “filled” bus cycles in
which the transmission of message m is delayed by elements in lf(m, t) and
ms(m, t) (corresponding to the first condition presented above).

Since each message in hp(m, t) delays the transmission of m with one
bus cycle, the occurrences over t of messages in hp(m) will produce a
delay equal to the total number of elements in hp(m, t):

 . (6.5)

The problem that remains to be solved is to determine how many bus
cycles can be “filled” according to the first condition presented above
using only elements in lf(m, t) and ms(m, t). As we will discuss later, a
simplified version of this problem is equivalent to bin covering, which
belongs to the family of NP-hard problems [Lab95]. To obtain the optimal
solution, we have modelled the problem of computing BusCyclesm(lf(m,
t), ms(m, t)) as an integer linear program (ILP). The model starts from the
observation that, considering we have n elements in lf(m, t), there are at
most n bus cycles that can be filled. For each such bus cycle we create a

BusCyclesm t( ) BusCyclesm hp m t,( )( )
BusCyclesm lf m t,( ) ms m t,( ),( )

+=

BusCyclesm hp m t,( )( ) hp m t,( )=
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binary variable yi=1..n that is set to 1 when the i-th bus cycle is filled with
elements from lf(m, t) and ms(m, t), and to 0 if it is not filled (i.e., it can
allow the transmission of message m under analysis).

The goal of the ILP problem is to maximize the number of filled bus
cycles (i.e., to calculate the worst-case):

, (6.6)

subject to a set of conditions that set the variables yi to 1 or 0. Bellow we
describe these conditions, which capture how  messages in lf(m, t) and the
minislots in ms(m, t) are sent by FlexRay in these bus cycles.

We allocate a binary variable xijk that is set to 1 if a message
 (k = 1..n) is sent during the i-th bus cycle, using the FrameID

j = 1..FrameIDm. The load transmitted in each bus cycle can be expressed
as:

, (6.7)

where Ck are the communication times (Equation (2.1)) of the messages
. Each term of the sum in Equation (6.7) captures the particu-

larities of FlexRay DYN frames: if a message k is transmitted in cycle i
with frame identifier j, then xijk = 1 and the length of the frame being trans-
mitted is equal with the length of the message k, (thus the term ); if
xijk is 0 for all j and k, then there is no actual transmission on the bus in that
DYN slot, but there is still some delay due to the empty minislot of length
gdMinislot that has to pass in order to increase the value of the DYN slot
counter (thus the second term).

The condition that sets each variable yi to 1 whenever possible is:

, (6.8)

where  is the last minislot which allows the start of transmis-
sion from node Np which generates the message m under analysis. Such a
condition enforces that a variable yi cannot be set to 1 unless the total

BusCyclesm lf m t,( ) ms m t,( ),( ) yi

i 1..n=
∑=

mk lf m t,( )∈

Loadi xijk Ck×
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mk lf m t,( )∈
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∑
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amount of interference from lf(m, t) and ms(m, t) in cycle i exceeds
 minislots (only then message m is not allowed to be transmit-

ted and, thus, bus cycle i is “filled”). 
In addition to this condition we have to make sure that

 • each message  is sent in only one cycle i:

 ; (6.9)

 • each frame identifier is used only once in a bus cycle:

; (6.10)

 • each message  is transmitted using its frame identifier:

, , (6.11)

where Framejk is a binary constant with value 1 if message 
has a frame identifier = j (otherwise, Framejk is 0).

 Finally, we have to enforce that in every cycle i no message mk will
start transmission after its associated . If we have xijk = 1, then
we have to add the condition that the total amount of transmission that
takes place before DYN slot j has to finish no later than pLatestTxk:

(6.12)

The conditions (6.7)–(6.12) together with the maximisation goal
expressed in Equation (6.6) define the ILP program that will determine the
maximum worst-case number of bus cycles that can be filled with ele-
ments in lf(m, t) and ms(m, t). By adding this result to the value deter-
mined in Equation (6.5), we obtain the total number BusCyclesm(t)
(Equation (6.4)).

pLatestTxNp

mk lf m t,( )∈

xijk

i 1…n=
j 1…FrameIDm=

∑ 1 mk lf m t,( )∈∀,≤

xijk
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∑ 1 i j,∀,≤

mk lf m t,( )∈

xijk Framejk≤ i j k, ,∀

mk lf m t,( )∈
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pLatestTxmk
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6.1.2 OPTIMAL SOLUTION FOR 

Coming back to Equation (6.3), all we have left to determine is the value
of . In the worst case, the elements in lf(m,t) and ms(m,t) will delay the
message under analysis for BusCyclesm (lf(m,t), ms(m,t)) bus periods. In
addition, they will delay the actual transmission of m during the DYN seg-
ment of the bus period BusCyclesm + 1, by an amount .

The problem of determining the value for  is defined as follows:
given the multi-sets lf(m,t) and ms(m,t) and the maximum number BusCy-
clesm(lf(m,t), ms(m,t)) that they can fill, what is the maximum possible
load (Equation (6.7)) in the first unfilled bus cycle (i.e. the bus cycle that
does not satisfy the condition in Equation (6.8)).

In order to determine the exact value of  in the worst case, one can
use the same ILP formulation defined in the previous section for comput-
ing BusCyclesm(lf(m,t), ms(m,t)), with the following modifications:

 • since we know the value BusCyclesm (which is determined solving the
ILP formulation presented in the previous section), we add conditions
that force the values yi = 1 for all i=1..BusCyclesm, and yi = 0 for all i =
BusCyclesm + 1..n; in this way, the messages will be packed so that the
bus cycles from 1 to BusCyclesm will be filled (i.e they satisfy the con-
dition expressed in Equation (6.8)), while the remaining bus cycles
will be unfilled.

 • using the same set of conditions (6.7)–(6.12) for filling the first Bus-
Cyclesm cycles, the goal described in Equation (6.6) is replaced with
the following one, expressing that the load of the cycle number
BusCyclesm + 1 has to be maximized (LoadL is expressed as in
Equation (6.7)):

maximize , for (6.13)

6.1.3 HEURISTIC SOLUTION FOR BUSCYCLESM

We first make the observation that in a bus cycle where a message m is
sent by a node Np during DYN slot FrameIDm, in the worst case there will
be at most FrameIDm – 1 unused minislots before m is transmitted (in

wm′

wm′

wm′
wm′

wm′

LoadL L BusCyclesm 1+=
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Figure 6.2.a, the transmission of m2 can be preceded by at most one
unused minislot). 

Instead of considering the multiset ms(m, t) to calculate the actual
number of unused minislots before message m, as we did for the exact
solution, we will consider the worst-case number of minislots. The delay
produced by the minislots will be considered as part of the message com-
munication time as follows (see also Equation (2.1)):

. (6.14)

Since the duration of one minislot (gdMinislot) is an order of magnitude
smaller compared to the length of a cycle, this approximation will not
introduce any significant pessimism.

The problem left to solve now is how many bus cycles can be filled with
the elements from a multiset lf ’(m, t), that consists of all the messages in
lf(m, t) for which we consider the communication times computed using
Equation (6.14). 

If we ignore the conditions expressed in equations (6.10)-(6.12), then
determining BusCyclesm(lf’(m, t)) becomes a bin covering problem
[Ass84]. Bin covering tries to maximize the number of bins that can be
filled to a fixed minimum capacity using a given set of items with speci-
fied weights. In our scenario, the messages in lf’(m, t) are the items, the
dynamic segments of the bus cycles are bins, and

 is the minimum capacity required to fill a bin.
The bin-covering problem is NP-hard in the strong sense [Lab95], and our
heuristic solution is to determine an upper bound, using the approach pre-
sented in [Lab95], on the number of maximum bins that can be covered.
The upper bounds proposed in [Lab95] are of polynomial complexity and
lead to very good quality results (see Appendix B). 

Note that, ignoring the conditions from equations (6.10)-(6.12) and
determining an upper bound for bin-covering can only lead to a possible
increase in the number of bus cycles compared to the exact solution.
Experiments will show the impact of the heuristic on the pessimism of the
analysis.

Cm′ FrameIDm 1–( ) gdMinislot× Cm+=

pLatestTxNp
gdMinislot×
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6.1.4 HEURISTIC SOLUTION FOR 

A straightforward heuristic to the computation of  stems from the
observation that, in a hypothetical worst-case scenario, message m could
be sent in the last possible moment of the current bus cycle, which means
that

 , (6.15)

where STbus is the length of the ST segment of a bus cycle.

6.2 Holistic Schedulability Analysis of FPS 
Tasks and DYN Messages

The schedulability analysis algorithm that is depicted in Section 3.3,
Figure 3.3 considers that the messages are transmitted according to a
fixed-priority policy. For this reason, the algorithm uses the same proce-
dures for computing worst-case response times for both the DYN mes-
sages and for the FPS tasks (the only difference is that the messages must
consider a blocking time needed to model the non-preemptivity of the
transmission). If we replace the communication protocol with FlexRay,
then the analysis algorithm has to implement the technique presented in
the previous section in order to capture the worst-case response times of
DYN messages. The modified algorithm for the schedulability analysis is
presented in Figure 6.4, where the code added in lines 5-7 is responsible
for taking care of the situations when the analysed system activity is a
DYN message. In such a situation, the algorithm has to call the procedure
that computes the worst-case response time of that message (the procedure
has been presented in Figure 6.3).

What is important to mention is that in a distributed system, the worst-
case response time Rij depends on the jitters of the higher priority tasks
and predecessors of τij. This means that for all the activities in the system
we must be able to compute their jitter. According to the analysis of mul-
tiprocessor and distributed systems presented in [Pal98], the jitter for a
system activity a that is data dependant on another system activity b can be

wm′

wm′

w'm STbus pLatestTxNp
gdMinislot×+=
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computed as the difference between the worst-case response time Rb and
best-case response time Rb

b of the predecessor. In the algorithm in
Figure 6.4, this computation is performed on line 24, where each time the
worst-case response time of a system activity is updated, the jitters of all
its successors are also recomputed. For all the tasks in the system we
already know how to compute the worst-case and best-case response
times, which means that we are able to compute the jitter of any activity

Figure 6.4: Schedulability Analysis Algorithm 
for FlexRay-based Systems

1 do
2 Done = true
3 for each transaction Γi do
4 for each activity τij in Γi do
5 if τij is a DYN message then
6 Rij

max = Compute_DYN_message_response_time(τij)
7 else
8 for each task τik in Γi do
9 if Prioik ≥ Prioij andM(τik) = M(τij)then
10 for each job p of τij do
11 Consider that τik initiates tc
12 Compute Rij

p

13 if Rij
p > Rij

max then
14 Rij

max = Rij
p

15 endif
16 endfor
17 endif
18 endfor
19 endif
20 if Rij

max > Rij then -- larger Rij found
21 Rij = Rij

max

22 Done = false
23 for each successor τik of τij do
24 Jik

 = Rij - Rij
b -- update jitters

25 endfor
26 endif
27 endfor
28 endfor
29 while (Done!= true)
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that is preceded by a task. What we have to investigate now is the case
when a task is preceded by a DYN message and see how the analysis of
the message timing properties influences the jitters of such a task.

Let us consider a task τr that starts execution only after it receives a
message m. Its jitter depends on the values of the best-case and worst-case
transmission times of that message: 

. (6.16)

The calculation of the worst-case transmission time Rm of a DYN mes-
sage m was presented in Section 6.1. For computing Rb

m we have to iden-
tify the best-case scenario of transmitting message m. Such a situation
appears when the message becomes ready immediately before the DYN
slot with FrameIDm starts, and it is sent during that bus cycle without
experiencing any delay from higher priority messages. Thus, the equation
for the best-case transmission time of a message is:

, (6.17)

where Cm is the time needed to send the message m.
Let us make a final remark. According to [Ped00], the worst-case

response time calculation of FPS tasks is of exponential complexity. The
approximation approach proposed in [Ped00] and also used in the algo-
rithm presented in Figure 6.4 is a heuristic with a certain degree of pessi-
mism. The pessimism of the response times calculated by our holistic
analysis will, of course, also depend on the quality of the solution for the
delay induced by the DYN messages transmitted over FlexRay. The calcu-
lation of this delay is our main concern in this chapter. Therefore, when we
speak about optimal and heuristic solutions in this chapter we refer to the
approach used for calculating the BusCyclesm and  (used in the worst-
case response times calculation for DYN messages) and not the holistic
response time analysis which is based on the heuristics in [Ped00].

6.3 Analysis for Dual-channel FlexRay Bus
The specification of the FlexRay protocol mentions that the bus has two
communication channels [Fle07]. The analysis presented above is appro-

Jτr
Rm Rm

b
–=

Rm
b

Cm=

wm′
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priate for systems where the two channels of the FlexRay bus are used in a
redundant manner, transporting the same information simultaneously in
order to support fault-tolerance.

In order to increase the bandwidth of the bus, one can use the two chan-
nels independently, so that different sets of messages are sent over each of
the channels during a bus cycle. In this section we outline the extension of
our previous analysis in order to compute the worst case response times
for messages transmitted in such systems.

First, we extend our system model presented in Chapter 2 and consider
that all nodes in the system have access to a dual-channel FlexRay bus. As
a consequence, in the application model each message m is associated a
pair <FrameIDm, Channelm>, with the meaning that message m is sent
during FrameIDm on Channelm (where Channelm = {A, B}).

Second, we notice that the transmission of a message can be delayed
only by messages that are transmitted on the same channel. As a conse-
quence, the only modification in the analysis presented in Section 6.1 is
the definition of the sets lf(m) and hp(m), which contain only those mes-
sages that are transmitted on Channelm:

 • hp(m) becomes now the set of local messages with higher priority, that
use the same frame identifier and the same channel as m.

 • lf(m) contains any messages in the system that can use Channelm and
DYN slots with lower frame identifiers than the one used by m.

6.4 Evaluation of Analysis Algorithms
We are interested to determine the quality of the proposed analysis
approaches, and how well they scale with the number of FlexRay mes-
sages that have to be analysed. All the experiments were run on P4
machines using 2GB RAM. The ILP-based solutions have been imple-
mented using the CPLEX 9.1.2 ILP solver1.

We have generated synthetic applications of 20, 30, 40 and 50 tasks
mapped on architectures consisting of 2, 3, 4, and 5 nodes, respectively.

1. http://www.ilog.com/products/cplex
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Fifteen applications were generated for each of these four cases. The
number of time-critical FlexRay messages were 30, 60, 90, and 120 for
each case, respectively. Out of these, 10, 20, 30, and 40 messages were
time-critical DYN messages that were analysed using the approaches pre-
sented in Section 5. Each application has been analysed using four holistic
analysis approaches, depending on the approach used for the calculation
of the components BusCyclesm and  of the worst-case response time Rm
for a DYN message:

OO will always provide the tightest worst-case response times. How-
ever, it is only able to produce results for up to 20 DYN messages in a rea-
sonable time. We have noticed that the bottleneck for OO is the exact
calculation of  (which is a value smaller than a bus cycle), and that run-
ning the ILP from Section 6.1.2 using a time-out of one minute we are able
to obtain near-optimal results for . We have denoted with OO– such an
analysis. Since the near-optimal result for , obtained after this time-out,
is a lower bound, OO– can lead to an incorrect (optimistic) result (i.e., the
system is reported as schedulable, but in reality it might not be). Although
OO– is, thus, of no practical use, it is very useful in determining, by com-
parison, the quality of our proposed FlexRay analysis heuristics, OH and
HH.

In order to evaluate the approaches for FlexRay analysis, we have deter-
mined for an analysis approach A the average ratio:

(6.18)

where A is one of the OO, OH or HH approaches and n is the number of
DYN messages in the analysed application. 

Holistic 
Analysis

BusCyclesm

OO Optimal solution (6.1.1) Optimal solution (6.1.2)

OO– Optimal solution (6.1.1) ILP from 6.1.2 with 1 min. time-out (O–)
OH Optimal solution (6.1.1) Heuristic solution (6.1.4)
HH Heuristic solution (6.1.3) Heuristic solution (6.1.4)

wm′

wm′

wm′

wm′
wm′

ratio=
1
n
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Rm
A

Rm
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This ratio captures the degree of pessimism for approach A compared to
OO–; the smaller the ratio, the less pessimistic the analysis. The results
obtained with OO, OH and HH are presented in Table 6.1. For each appli-
cation dimension, Table 6.1 presents the average ratio and the average
execution times of the complete analysis (including all tasks and mes-
sages) in seconds. It is important to notice that, while the execution time is
for the whole analysis, including all tasks and messages, the ratio is calcu-
lated only for the DYN messages, since their response time calculation is
directly affected by the degree of pessimism of the various approaches
proposed in this chapter. The ratio calculated over all tasks and messages
in the system is smaller than the ones shown in Table 6.1.

We can see that OO is very close to OO–, which means that OO– is a
good comparison baseline (it is only slightly optimistic). Due to the very
large execution times, we were not able to run OO for more than 20 DYN
messages.

Table 6.1 shows that OH produces very good quality results, in a rea-
sonable time. For example, for 40 DYN messages, the analysis has fin-
ished in 367.87 seconds on average, and the average ratio is only 1.005. 

Another result from Table 6.1 concerns the HH heuristic. Although HH
is slightly more pessimistic than OH (for example, the DYN response
times determined with HH were 1.012 times larger, on average, than those
of OO– for applications with 30 messages, compared to 1.005 for OH), it
is also significantly faster. We have successfully analysed with HH large
applications, with over 100 DYN messages in 0.16 seconds on average.
Thus, HH is also suitable for design space exploration, where a potentially
huge number of design alternatives have to be analysed in a very short
time.

We have run a set of experiments with 15 applications of 40 tasks and
25 dynamic messages mapped on an architecture consisting of two nodes,
and varied the number of frame identifiers per processor. Figure 6.5
presents the ratio for HH calculated according to Equation (6.18) as we
vary the number of frame identifiers per processor from 2 to 6. We can see
that the quality of the heuristic improves as the number of frame IDs
increases (and, consequently, the number of messages sharing the same
FrameID decreases). The more messages are sharing a FrameID, the more
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important conditions (6.10)-(6.12) are to the quality of the result, because
they restrict the way bins can be covered (e.g., messages sharing the same
FrameID should not be packed in the same bin). However, even for a small
number of frame IDs HH produces good quality results (e.g., for two
frame IDs, HH’s ratio is 1.1226).

We also considered the real-life example implementing a vehicle cruise
controller that is described in Appendix C. We considered the entire func-
tionality is implemented using fixed priority scheduling and DYN com-
munication. However, we have allocated only 10 percent of the FlexRay
communication cycle to the DYN segment communication. Scheduling
the system using the OO approach took 0.19 seconds. Using the OH
approach took 0.08 s, while the HH alternative was the fastest, finishing
the analysis in 0.002 s. The average ratio of OH relative to OO is 1.003,
while the average ratio of HH relative to OO is 1.004, which means that

Figure 6.5: Quality of HH

30 (10 DYN) 60 (20 DYN) 90 (30 DYN) 120 (40 DYN) No of  
msgs. Ratio Exec. (s) Ratio Exec. (s) Ratio Exec. (s) Ratio Exec. (s)
OO 1.009 3.1 s 1.009 42.3 s − − − − 
OH 1.013 1.29 s 1.012 14.42 s 1.005 57.32 s 1.005 367.87 s 
HH 1.016 0.012 s 1.018 0.019 s 1.012 0.036 s 1.012 0.04 s 
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the heuristics obtained results almost identical to the optimal approach
OO.

6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented a schedulability analysis for the
FlexRay communication protocol. Since we considered that for ST mes-
sages we can build a static cyclic schedule just like in the approach dis-
cussed in Chapter 3, we have concentrated only on determining the worst-
case response time analysis of the DYN messages. We have also shown
how the schedulability analysis of DYN messages can be integrated with
the holistic schedulability analysis that determines the timing properties
for all the ET tasks and DYN messages in the system.

We have proposed three approaches for the derivation of worst-case
response times of DYN messages. OO uses an ILP formulation to derive
the optimal solution for the communication delay. HH uses heuristic-
based upper-bounds for a bin-covering problem in order to quickly deter-
mine good quality response times. OH is able to further reduce the pessi-
mism of HH by using an ILP formulation for one part of the solution.
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Chapter 7
Optimisation of the FlexRay

Bus Access Scheme

IN THIS CHAPTER we consider the problem of optimising the bus ac-
cess parameters for an application implemented on a FlexRay-based
distributed system.

7.1 Introduction

The design of a FlexRay bus configuration for a given system consists of a
collection of solutions for the following subproblems: 

 1.determine the length of an ST slot;
 2.the number of STslots
 3.the assignment of ST slots to nodes;
 4.determine the length of the DYN segment
 5.assign DYN slots to nodes
 6.assign FrameIDs to DYN messages.

The choice of a particular bus configuration is extremely important
when designing a specific system, since its characteristics heavily influ-
ence the global timing properties of the application. 
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Let us see first an example similar to the one presented in Figure 4.4,
that presents such an influence in the particular context of FlexRay buses.
Notice in Figure 7.1 how the structure of the ST segment affects the
response time of message m3 (for this example we ignored the DYN seg-
ment and task execution on each node). The figure considers a system with
two nodes, N1 that sends message m1 and N2 that sends messages m2 and
m3. The message sizes are depicted in the figure. In the first scenario
(Figure 7.1.a), the ST segment consists of two slots, slot1 used by N1 and
slot2 used by N2. In this situation, message m3 can be scheduled only dur-

Figure 7.1: Influence of the Bus Cycle on the Response 
Times of ST Messages
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ing the second bus cycle, with a response time of 16. If the ST segment
consists of 3 slots (Figure 7.1.b), with N2 being allocated slot2 and slot3,
then N2 is able to send both its messages during the first bus cycle. The
configuration in Figure 7.1.c consists of only two slots, like in
Figure 7.1.a. However, in this case the slots are longer, such that several
messages can be transmitted during the same frame, producing a faster
response time for m3 (one should notice, however, that by extending the
size of the ST slots we delay the reception of messages m1 and m2).1

Similar optimisations can be performed with regard to the DYN seg-
ment. Let us consider the example in Figure 7.2, where we have two nodes

1. It is important to underline here the fact that in FlexRay:
a) all ST slots have the same length
b) each node can have several ST slots during the bus cycle.

Figure 7.2: Influence of the Bus Cycle on the 
Response Times of the DYN Messages
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N1 and N2. Node N1 is transmitting messages m1 and m3, while N2 sends
m2. Figure 7.2 depicts three configuration scenarios, a-c. Table A depicts
the frame identifiers for the scenario in Figure 7.2.a, while Table B corre-
sponds to Figure 7.2.b-c. The length of the ST slot has been set to 8. In
Figure 7.2.a, the length of the DYN segment is not able to accommodate
both m1 and m2, thus m2 will be sent during the second bus cycle, after the
transmission of m3 ends. Figure 7.2.b and Figure 7.2.c depict the same
system but with a different allocation of DYN slots to messages (Table B).
In Figure 7.2.b we notice that m3, which now does not share the same
frame identifier with m1, can be sent during the first bus cycle, thus m2 will
be transmitted earlier during the second cycle. Moreover, if we enlarge the
size of the DYN segment as in Figure 7.2.c, then the worst-case response
time of m2 will considerably decrease since it will be sent during the first
bus cycle (notice that in this case m3, having a greater frame identifier than
that of m2, will be sent only during the second cycle).

We present three approaches for optimising the bus access such that the
schedulability of the system is improved. The first approach builds a rela-
tively straightforward, basic, bus configuration. The other two approaches
perform optimisation over the basic configuration.

7.2 The Basic Bus Configuration (BBC)
In this section we construct a basic bus configuration which results from
analysing the minimal bandwidth requirements of the application. The
BBC algorithm is presented in Figure 7.3 and it starts by assigning a Fra-
meID to each of the DYN messages (implicitly DYN slots are assigned to
the nodes that generate the message). This assignment (line 1) is per-
formed under the following guidelines:

 • Each DYN message receives an unique FrameID; this is recom-
mended in order to avoid delays due to messages in the set hp(m), as
discussed in 6.1. For example, in Figure 6.2, we notice that message
m3 has to wait for an entire gdCycle when it shares a frame identifier
with the higher priority message m1 (Figure 6.2.a), which is not the
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case when it has its own FrameID (Figure 6.2.b).

 • DYN messages with a higher criticality receive smaller FrameIDs.;
this is required in order to reduce, for a given message, the delay pro-
duced by lpf(m) and ms(m) (see 6.1). We capture the criticality of a
message m as:

, (7.1)

where Dm is the deadline of the message and LPm is the longest path in
the task graph from the root to the node representing the communication
of message m. A small value of CPm (higher criticality) indicates that the
message should be assigned a smaller FrameID.

In the next step, the algorithm sets the number of ST slots in a bus cycle
(line 2). Since each node that generates ST messages needs at least one ST
slot, the minimum number of ST slots is nodesST, the number of nodes that
send ST messages. Next, the size of an ST slot is set so that it can accom-
modate the largest ST message in the system (line 3). In line 4, the config-
uration of the ST segment is completed by assigning in a round robin
fashion one ST slot to each node that requires one (i.e. in a system with
four nodes, the ST segment will contain four slots: node 1 will use slot 1,
node 2 will use ST slot 2, etc.).

In order to determine the size of the DYN segment, we have to consider
the fact that such a size is restricted by the protocol specifications (there
can be at most 7994 minislots in a DYN segment) and by the application
characteristics (the DYN segment should be large enough in order to
accommodate the transmission of the largest DYN message; in addition,
since we assumed that each DYN message has an unique FrameID, the
DYN segment should have a number of minislots greater or equal than the
number of DYN messages in the system). We denote with  and

 the limits of this interval (line 5).
Since the sizes of the ST and DYN segments are now fixed, the bus

period can be easily computed (line 6). Line 7 introduces a restriction

CPm Dm LPm–=

DYNbus
min

DYNbus
max
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imposed by the FlexRay specification, which limits the maximum bus
cycle length to 16 ms.

Once we have defined the structure of the bus cycle, we can analyse the
entire system (line 8) by performing the global static scheduling and
schedulability analysis described in Section 6. The resulted system is then
evaluated using a cost function that captures the schedulability degree of
the system (line 9). This function has been already defined in
Equation (3.17):

where Rij and Dij are the worst case response times and respectively the
deadlines for all the activities τij in the system. The function is strict posi-
tive if at least one task or message in the system misses its deadline, and
negative if the whole system is schedulable. Its value is used in line 10,
when deciding whether the current configuration is the best so far.

Figure 7.3: Basic Bus Configuration 

1 Assign FrameIDs to DYN messages
2 gdNumberOfStaticSlots = nodesST
3 gdStaticSlot = max (Cm), m is an ST message
4 Assign one ST slot to each node (round robin)
5 for  =  to  step gdMinislot do
6 gdCycle =  + 
7 if gdCycle < 16000 µs then
8 GlobalSchedulingAlgorithm()
9 Compute cost function DSch
10 if DSch < BestDSch then save current solution
11 endif
12  end for
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7.3 Heuristic for Optimised Bus Configuration 
(OBC)

The Basic Bus Configuration (BBC) generated as in the previous section
can result in an unschedulable system (the cost function in Equation (3.17)
is positive). In this case, additional points in the solution space have to be
explored. In Figure 7.4 we present the OBC heuristic that further explores
the design space in order to find a schedulable solution.

While for the BBC the number and size of ST slots has been set to the
minimum (gdNumberOfStaticSlotsmin = nodesST, gdStaticSlotmin =
max(Cm)), the proposed heuristic explores different alternatives between
these minimal values and the maxima imposed by the protocol specifica-
tion (the for loops over lines 2-8 and 4-7). Thus, during a bus cycle there
can be at most gdNumberOfStaticSlotsmax = 1023 ST slots (line 3), while
the size of an ST slot can take at most gdStaticSlotmax = 661 macroticks. In
addition, the payload for a FlexRay frame can increase only in 2-byte
increments, which according to the FlexRay specification translates into
20 gdBit, where gdBit is the time needed for transmitting one bit over the
bus (line 3).

The assignment of ST slots (line 5) to nodes is performed, like for the
BBC, in a round robin fashion, with the difference that each node can have
not only one but a quota of ST slots, determined by the ratio of ST mes-

Figure 7.4: OBC Heuristic

1 Assign FrameIDs to DYN messages 
2 for gdNumberOfStaticSlots = 
 gdNumberOfStaticSlotsmin to gdNumberOfStaticSlotsmax do
3 for gdStaticSlot =gdStaticSlotmin to gdStaticSlotmax 

step 20 * gdBit do
4 Assign ST slots to nodes in round-robin fashion
5 DYNbus = Determine_DYN_segment_length()
6 End optimisation if feasible DYNbus and 
7 end for
8 end for

DSch 0≤
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sages that it transmits (i.e. a node that sends more ST messages will be
allocated more ST slots).

For each alternative configuration of the ST segment, the algorithm
searches for that size of the DYN segment that allows the DYN messages
to meet their deadlines and the cost function in Equation (3.17) to be min-
imised (line 6). A straight forward alternative to perform this would be to
evaluate all possible sizes of the DYN segment inside a for loop, like in
the BBC algorithm (lines 5-12, Figure 7.3). Such an exhaustive imple-
mentation is presented in Figure 7.5.

However, as opposed to the BBC, in the proposed heuristic the selection
of the DYN segment length is nested inside two for loops (lines 2 and 3,
Figure 7.4). Moreover, the estimation of each individual solution alterna-
tive implies a complete scheduling and schedulability analysis of the sys-
tems (like in line 4, Figure 7.5). Therefore, in the context of the heuristic
in Figure 7.4, such a straight forward approach is not affordable, due to
excessively long run times. This is important, since, in the context of a
system-level design framework, the bus access optimisation heuristic can
be placed inside other optimisation loops, e.g. for task mapping. Thus,
instead of running the scheduling and schedulability analysis and evaluat-
ing the cost function in Equation (3.17) for all possible lengths of the
DYN segment (like in line 5, Figure 7.5), the evaluation should be per-
formed for only a reduced number of points while, at the same time,

Figure 7.5: Exhaustive Search for the 
length of the DYN segment

Determine_DYN_segment_length()

1 for  =  to  step gdMinislot do
2 gdCycle =  + 
3 if gdCycle < 16000 µs then
4 GlobalSchedulingAlgorithm()
5 Compute schedulability degree DSch
6 if DSch < BestDSch then BestDYNbus = 
7 endif
8  end for
9 return BestDYNbus

DYNbus DYNbus
min

DYNbus
max

STbus DYNbus

DYNbus
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obtaining a close to optimal result. The proposed solution is presented in
the next subsection.

7.3.1 CURVE-FITTING BASED HEURISTIC FOR DYN SEGMENT 
LENGTH

Let us go back to the schedulability analysis in 6.1. One can notice in
Equation (6.3) that the dominant part of the message delay is represented
by the product between BusCyclesm (number of bus cycles that the mes-
sage under analysis has to wait) and gdCycle (length of the bus cycle). If
we consider a time interval t on which a fixed set of DYN messages S is
generated, then a shorter size for the DYN segment means that fewer mes-
sages will be served during each bus cycle; consequently, several such bus
cycles are needed to transmit all the messages in S (considering a fixed
size STbus for the static segment, then a shorter DYNbus results in a shorter
gdCycle but in a larger value for BusCyclesm). A longer DYN segment
generally means that more DYN messages can be sent during the same bus
period, resulting in a lower number of bus cycles required for the transmis-
sion of all messages (a larger DYNbus increases the length gdCycle, but
results in smaller value for BusCyclesm). The resulted trade-off is illus-
trated in Figure 7.6, where we consider a system composed of 45 tasks
which communicate through 10 static and 20 dynamic messages. We have
performed the response time analysis for this system, assuming the length
of the dynamic segment between 2285.4 and 13000 µs. The static segment
size is fixed at 1286 and, consequently, the total size of the bus cycle is
varying between 3571.4 and 14286µs. Figure 7.6 shows the response time
for several dynamic messages in this system. The curves confirm the
trade-off outlined above. Large sizes of the bus cycle lead to increased
response times. However, very short bus cycles will also lead to large
response times due to the fact that the number of cycles to wait (BusCy-
clesm in Equation (6.3)) increases. This phenomenon has been confirmed
by a large number of experiments similar to those illustrated in Figure 7.6.
This regularity of the dependence response time vs. size of the dynamic
segment is at the foundation of our heuristic presented in Figure 7.7
(which is invoked in line 5 of the OBC algorithm in Figure 7.4). Instead of
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exhaustively perform the scheduling and schedulability analysis for all
possible values of the DYN segment length, we will evaluate response
times for only a small number of points and use a curve fitting approach to
extrapolate the response time corresponding to all other points.

The algorithm in Figure 7.7 stores, in the set Points, the characteristics
(DYN segment length, message response times, cost function) for a
reduced set of bus configurations, The set initially contains only a small
number (in our experiments we used five) of DYN segment sizes in the
interval [ , ] (line 1). For each alternative configuration
in this initial set, the system is completely specified, allowing us to run our
global scheduling and analysis algorithm, in order to determine the worst-
case response times of all tasks and messages and the corresponding val-
ues of the cost function (line 4).

The algorithm maintains a data structure similar to the one presented in
Table 7.1. Each cell (i,j) in the table stores the response time of the DYN
message i when the DYN segment has value j. If the value j is in the set
Points, then all the values on that particular column are computed exactly,

Figure 7.6: Influence of DYN Segment Length on 
Message Response Times
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Figure 7.7: Determining the Size of the DYN segment 
using interpolation

Determine_DYN_segment_length()
1 Points = { , , ,..., }
2 for  in Points do
3 set current DYN segment length to 
4 GlobalSchedulingAlgorithm()
5 Store message response times Rm( )
6 Compute and store schedulability degree DSch( )
7 end for
8 do
9 for  =  to  step gdMinislot do
10 if  is not in Points then 
11 foreach DYN msg m do
12 interpolate Rm( ) based on Rm(Points)
13 endfor
14 Compute and store MsgDSch( )
15 endif
16 end for
17 select  with minimum stored DSchmin
18 if  then
19 return  -- system is schedulable
20 endif
21 select  with minimum MsgDSchmin(
22 set current DYN segment length to 
23 GlobalSchedulingAlgorithm()
24 Compute and store DSch( )
25 Add  to Points
26 if  then
27 return  -- system is schedulable
28 endif
29 while not termination condition
30 return infeasible 
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using the global scheduling and analysis algorithm (these values are
marked with C in the table). For the DYN segment values that are not in
the set Points, these values are interpolated and are marked with an I in the
table. The last two lines of the table contain the degree of schedulability
DSch and a variation of the same cost function (Equation (3.17)), called
MsgDSch in which only the DYN messages are considered:

(7.2)

The values DSch and MsgDSch are computed using the message worst-
case response time in each column, regardless of the fact that those
response times are computed with the global scheduling and analysis algo-
rithm. However, the table denotes with C those values of MsgDSch that
are relying on message response times that are determined using the
schedulability analysis, and with I the values of MsgDSch that are based
on message response times that are determined using the interpolation
algorithm (I). The global cost function DSch can be computed only for the
situations when the schedulability analysis has been run (C), otherwise the
table stores no value since there is no information about the worst-case
response times of the tasks that are executed on each node in the system.

...

Rm1 C I C I C

Rm2 C I C I C

... C I C I C

Rmp C I C I C

DSch C - C - C

MsgDSch C I C I C

Table 7.1: Data structure used for interpolation

DYNbus DYNbus
min

DYNbus
max

MsgDSch

f1 max Rij Dij 0,–( ) if f1 0>,
τi j DYNmsgs∈

∑=

f2 Rij Dij–( ) if f1 0=,
τi j DYNmsgs∈

∑=
={
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The algorithm presented in Figure 7.7 tries to find that length of the
DYN segment for which the system is schedulable (i.e. find that DYNbus
for which ). For all possible values of the size of the
DYN segment (line 9) that have not been evaluated yet (line 10), the
response times of messages in the system are computed using an interpo-
lation algorithm based on a Newton polynomial. Considering a given
DYN message m and a value DYNbus then we denote with Rm(DYNbus) the
value of the worst-case response time of message m when the length of the
dynamic segment of the bus is DYNbus. Since for the values

 we can compute accurately the values of the response
times, then we will use these values to rapidly interpolate the values
Rm(DYNbus) for any . Each time a new point is added to
the set Points, the interpolated values of Rm are recomputed (line 12).

In each step of the algorithm, after the Table 7.1 has been filled up with
computed or interpolated values, the algorithm selects that point

 that leads to the system configuration with the best
schedulability degree DSchmin (i.e. minimum cost function) (line 17). If
the associated  then the system is schedulable and the cost
function is based on exact schedulability analysis, meaning that we have
found the desired result (line 19).

If none of the investigated configurations captured by the set Points
leads to a schedulable system, then the algorithm selects that value

 with the smallest  (line 21). The selection
process uses the function expressed in Equation (7.2) which favours bus
configurations that lead to smaller response times for the DYN messages
in the system. The selected configuration is added to the set Points and
evaluated (lines 22-25). If the evaluation of the resulted architecture leads
to a cost function  then the algorithm returns the DYNbus
value as the one that produces a schedulable system (line 26). Otherwise,
the algorithm repeats the above steps (approximation of response times,
selection and evaluation of another DYN bus size) until either a schedula-
ble solution is found, or when a certain termination condition is met. This
condition is that a certain number Nmax of iterations have been performed
without finding a schedulable solution and without any improvement of
the cost function (in our experiments we had Nmax=10).

DSch DYNbus( ) 0≤

DYNbus Points∈

DYNbus Points∉

DYNbus Points∈

DSchmin 0≤

DYNbus Points∉ MsgDSchmin

DSchmin 0≤
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7.4 Simulated Annealing Based Approach
We have also implemented an approach based on simulated annealing
[Kir83] for bus access optimisation. The SA heuristic explores the design
space performing the following set of moves:
 • gdNumberOfStaticSlots is incremented or decremented, inside the

allowed limits (when an ST slot is added, it is allocated randomly to a
node; when an ST slot is removed, the operation has to be done in
such a way that each node that transmits ST messages will still have a
ST slot allocated to it);

 • gdStaticSlot is increased or decreased with 20 x gdBit, inside the
allowed limits;

 • the assignment of ST slots to nodes is changed by re-assigning a ran-
domly selected ST slot from a node N1 to another node N2. We also
use in this context a similar transformation that switches the allocation
of two ST slots, FrameID1 and FrameID2, used by two nodes N1 and
N2 respectively;

 • the assignment of DYN slots to messages is modified by switching the
slots used by two DYN messages.

In Section 7.5 we used extensive, time consuming runs with the Simu-
lated Annealing approach, in order to produce a reference point for the
evaluation of our greedy heuristic.

7.5 Evaluation of FlexRay Bus Optimisation 
Heuristics

In order to evaluate our optimisation algorithms we generated 7 sets of 25
applications representing systems of 2 to 5 nodes respectively. We consid-
ered 10 tasks mapped on each node, leading to applications with a number
of 20 to 50 tasks. Depending on the mapping of tasks, each such system
had up to 50 additional nodes in the application task graph due to the com-
munication tasks. The tasks were grouped in task graphs of 5 tasks each.
Half of the tasks in each system were time triggered and half were event
triggered. The execution times were generated in such a way that the utili-
sation on each node was between 30% and 60% (similarly, the message
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transmission times were generated so that the bus utilisation was between
10% and 70%). All experiments were run on an AMD Athlon 2400+ PC.

We have performed the bus optimisation using four approaches:
 1. Basic Bus Configuration BBC (Section 7.2);
 2. OBCCF - the OBC heuristic with the curve fitting procedure (Section

7.3);
 3. OBCEE - the OBC heuristic with an exhaustive exploration of the sizes

for the DYN segment; and
 4. SA - the Simulated Annealing based heuristic.

Figure 7.8 shows the results obtained after running our algorithms on
the generated applications. On the upper side of the figure one can see the
average percentage deviation for the cost function obtained with BBC,
OBCCF and OBCEE respectively, relative to the cost function obtained
with SA. On the diagram in the lower part of the figure we present the
computation times required by each algorithm (except the running times
for SA, which are inherently large and were left out in order to provide a
better view of the results).

One can notice that the BBC approach runs in almost zero time, but it
fails to find any schedulable configurations for systems with more than 3
processors. On the other hand, the other approaches continue to find
schedulable solutions even for larger systems. Comparing OCCF and
OBCEE, we can observe that both produce results which are very close to
the reference values produced by SA (max. 4-5% deviation). OBCCF gen-
erates results which are less than 0.5% away from those produced by
OBCEE, but with a run time that is up to 2 orders of magnitude smaller.
This confirms the high efficiency of our curve fitting based optimisation.

Finally, we considered the real-life example implementing a vehicle
cruise controller described in Appendix C. We have partitioned the func-
tionality in such a way that two of the task graphs were time triggered and
the other two were event triggered. Configuring the system using the BBC
approach took less than 5 seconds but resulted in an unschedulable sys-
tem. Using the OBCCF approach took 137 seconds, while the OBCEE
required 29 minutes. The cost function obtained by OBCCF was 1.2%
larger in the solution obtained with OBCEE. In both cases the selected bus
configuration resulted in a schedulable system.
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Figure 7.8: Evaluation of Bus Optimisation Algorithms
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7.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have shown the importance of finding a FlexRay bus
configuration that is customised according to the particular needs of the
application. We have also proposed and evaluated three different heuris-
tics that are able to generate such a configuration.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future

Work

8.1 Conclusions
In this thesis we have studied several problems that appear in distributed
embedded systems that support heterogeneous scheduling policies and
communication protocols.

We have first defined and solved the problem of scheduling heterogene-
ous ET/TT distributed embedded systems that rely on a combination of
static cyclic scheduling and EDF-within-priorities scheduling. For the
communication we have assumed a bus modelled using the Universal
Communication Model, and we have shown how the communication
delays can be accounted for during the scheduling and schedulability anal-
ysis of the entire system.

Once we have solved the scheduling and schedulability analysis prob-
lem, we addressed several design problems which we identified as specific
for the type of heterogeneous systems we are studying: the assignment of
scheduling policies to the activities in the system, and the synthesis of
parameters of the heterogeneous ST/DYN communication protocol. These
two aspects have been approached in a larger design context, which also
involved mapping and scheduling of the functionality. Our experiments
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have shown the importance of each of the optimisation aspects taken into
consideration and the efficiency of the proposed optimisation heuristic.

The second part of the thesis concentrates on similar problems, by tak-
ing the analysis and optimisation methodology described in the first part
of the thesis and applying it on a particular case of systems that use
FlexRay as a communication protocol.

For each problem we have run extensive experiments, based on syn-
thetic applications and a real-life example, that were used to evaluate the
efficiency of our solutions.

8.2 Future Work
While the work presented in this thesis may seem complete, we consider it
only as the foundation that has to be considered in the future, when look-
ing for solutions to more complex problems. There are several possible
extensions to our work that a careful reader can already imagine:

First, in this thesis we have concentrated on distributed architectures
interconnected by a single bus. While the main difficulty regarding the
communication aspects in our study was represented by the heterogeneity
of the communication protocol, the system architecture that has been con-
sidered is somewhat simplistic. The growing complexity of nowadays
embedded applications and the limitations on the number of nodes that can
be connected to one bus are two main reasons causing the current distrib-
uted architectures to actually rely not only on one single bus, but on a large
set of buses, interconnected by gateways in a hierarchical manner (see for
example in Figure 8.1 an architecture consisting of four node clusters).
Such architectures represent complex extensions of our studied problems,
and their investigation is worth being considered. Similar bus interconnec-
tions have been studied in [PopP06], but the communication protocols
inside each cluster were not heterogeneous in the sense defined in our
work. While our timing analysis for heterogeneous protocols can deter-
mine worst-case response times for messages transmitted over one bus, it
does not provide yet the generalisations needed to cover hierarchical bus
infrastructures. The work presented in [PopP06] and in this thesis can
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therefore represent a good starting point for studying the worst-case tim-
ing scenarios in the more general context of a system architecture based on
a hierarchy of buses.

A second possible direction of study is arising from the fact that the
hierarchy of schedulers that has been considered on each node in the sys-
tem is fixed. While the hierarchy that we chose may serve well for imple-
menting a wide range of hard real-time applications, it may also be
considered a restricted model. Consequently, system models that allow for
a flexible specification of the scheduler hierarchies while permitting for a
straightforward timing analysis could represent an important generalisa-
tion of our work.

Finally, another direction of study could explore the case when our opti-
misation approach is not able to produce a schedulable system under the
limited set of resources specified in the initial architecture. In such situa-
tions, the most common solution for improving the timing properties of
the system is to add new hardware resources to the existing configuration.
Allocating more nodes and buses to the system architecture is in itself a
complex problem, since it will bring up new questions, like:

Figure 8.1: Hierarchical Bus-based Infrastructure
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 • how many new buses need to be added to the communication infra-
structure?

 • how many processing nodes should be added to the system?
 • to what bus should the new nodes be connected?

Increasing the number of buses usually adds more bandwidth to the en-
tire communication support. Similarly, adding more nodes in the system
will increase its processing power. However, such solutions have also
drawbacks that need to be taken into consideration during the design pro-
cess. Additional resources almost always increase the cost of the
application, and one has to take care when extending the hardware architec-
ture, in order to avoid unnecessary or significant increases of the final cost. 

One particular drawback of the growing amount of buses inside a vehi-
cle is represented by the large weight produced by such an increased
number of wires. This represents a more and more important problem in ap-
plication areas like automotive electronics, where the efficiency of the
product is heavily influenced by the physical properties of the system. As a
consequence, future systems may be forced to consider also solutions based
on wireless communication protocols, meaning that investigating the real-
time properties of such protocols could represent a viable research topic.
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Appendix A
List of Notations

Application Model notations 

Notation Description

Γi Task-graph i

τij Activity j belonging to task-graph Γi

Tij Period of activity τij

Cij Worst-case execution time of activity τij

Dij Deadline for activity τij

Φij Offset for activity τij measured from the release of the 
event that initiates the task-graph Γi

Jij Jitter for activity τij

Bij Blocking time for activity τij

Rb
ij Best-case response time for activity τij

Rij Worst-case response time for activity τij

Prioij Priority for activity τij

M(τij) The node on which task τij is mapped

Tss LCM of the periods of all the task-graphs in the appli-
cation
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Design Optimisation notations

Notation Description

ΨP The set of task-graphs which can be repartitioned 
between time-triggered and event-triggered domains

ΨM The set of tasks which can be remapped

P The set of tasks in the system

PSCS The set of tasks in the system that are assigned to SCS 
by the designer

PFPS The set of tasks in the system that are assigned to FPS 
by the designer

PEDF The set of tasks in the system that are assigned to 
EDF by the designer

PM The set of tasks in the system that are mapped by the 
designer

P* The set of tasks in the system that can be remapped 
during design optimisation

A System application

N Number of nodes in the distributed architecture

M Mapping function that assigns each task in the system 
to one of the nodes in the architecture

B Bus configuration

S Scheduling policy assignment

DSch Degree of schedulability for all system activities

MsgDSch Degree of schedulability for DYN messages
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Scheduling and Schedulability Analysis notations

Notation Description

Rabc(p) Response time of the p-th job of a FPS task τab, in a 
busy window initiated by task τac

RA
abc(p) Response time of the p-th job of an EDF task τab, in a 

busy window starting at time A, with a critical instant 
initiated by task τac

ϕijk Phase between event arivals and the critical instant of 
task τij

p A job of task under analysis τab

Wik(τab, t)

WFP
ik(τab, t)

Worst-case interference produced by strictly higher 
priority activities in task graph Γi over the execution of 
the FPS task τab, when the critical instant is initiated 
by τik

Wi(τab,t) 
WFP

i(τab,t)
Worst-case interference produced by strictly higher 
priority activities in task graph Γi over the execution of 
the FPS task τab

WEDF
ik(τab, t) Worst-case interference produced by equal priority 

activities in task graph Γi over the execution of the 
EDF task τab, when the critical instant is initiated by 
τik

WEDF
i(τab,t) Worst-case interference produced by equal priority 

activities in task graph Γi over the execution of the 
EDF task τab

Aij(t) ET availability over an interval of time t, associated 
with the busy period of activity τij

Hij(t) ET demand associated with the busy period of length t 
of activity τij
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FlexRay notations

Notation Description

gdCycle Length of the bus cycle (Tbus)

gNumber-
OfMinislots

Length of DYN segment, expressed in minislots

gdMinislot Length of the minislot

STbus Length of the ST segment in time units

DYNbus Length of the DYN segment in time units

gdStaticSlot Length of a ST slot in time units

pLatestTx The largest value of the minislot counter that allows 
the start of a DYN transmission

FrameIDm The frame identifier for a message m

hp(m) Set of DYN messages sent by the same node that 
transmits m, having the same FrameIDm but a higher 
local priority than m

lf(m) Set of DYN messages that have lower frame identifiers 
than FrameIDm

Rm Worst-case response time for a message m
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Appendix B
Bin-Covering Heuristics

In this appendix we briefly present the bin covering heuristics that we used
in our timing analysis. These heuristics are presented in more detail in
[Lab95].

The bin covering problem considers a set of n items of weights w1..wn
and an unlimited number of bins of infinite capacity. The target is to fill as
many bins as possible with a minimum capacity Cmin, using the n given
items.

The heuristics presented below determine upper bounds for a given
instance of the bin covering problem. All the following operations assume
that the items are sorted in decreasing order of their weights:

.

Before computing the upper bounds, the list of items is first processed
based on the following reduction criteria:
 1. Any item with wj > Cmin can be assigned alone to a bin. We denote with

R1 the number of such items and we eliminate them from the list of
items.

 2. If two items k and l satisfy the condition wk + wl = Cmin then there ex-
ists an optimal solution in which a bin contains only items k and l. We
denote with R2 the number of bins that can be filled in this way and we
remove from the list the items that satisfy this reduction criterion.

w1 w2 … wn≥ ≥ ≥
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 3. Let k be the maximum index such that:

.

If  then there exists an optimal solution in which a bin

contains only items 1 and k. The number of bins that can be filled in
this way is denoted with R3 and the items that fill these bins according

to the 3rd criterion are removed from the list.
In a second step, we use the n’ remaining items to fill bins with at least

Cmin. The heuristics presented bellow will determine upper bounds for the
maximum value we are looking for.
 1. Since no two remaining items can fill a bin up to Cmin, then .

 2. The continuous relaxation of the problem gives another bound:

 3. Let t = min{s: } and define p(j) = min{p: } for 

j = 1,..., . 

Then, for k = 0, 1,...τ,  where  and

 for k > 0, is a valid upper bound for the bin covering 

problem that considers the reduced set of items. We denote with U2 the
minimum of all these values: .

 4. Let  be the smallest index k such that  and define

 if ,  otherwise. Then is a 

valid upper bound for the bin covering problem using the reduced set of
items.

w1 wj Cmin≥
j k=

n

∑+

w1 wk Cmin≥+

U0
n′
2
----=

U1

wj

Cmin
-----------

j 1=

n′

∑=
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n ′
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h j=

j p+

∑

τ min n′
2
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The upper bound we are looking for is determined as the minimum of
the four values U0, U1, U2, U3:

U = min(U0, U1, U2, U3). 
This result can be further improved as follows: given an upper bound

value U, if 

then U - 1 is a valid upper bound value.
Considering now the initial set of items, before the reductions in the

first step, the upper bound UB of the maximum number of bins that can be
filled with Cmin is: UB = R1 + R2 + R3 + U.

U

wj 3U n′–( )–
j 1=

n′

∑
Cmin

--------------------------------------------->
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Appendix C
Real-Life Example

During our experiments we have also used a safety critical application,
with hard real-time constraints, implementing a vehicle cruise controller
(CC). As described in [PopP04a], such an application has to deliver the
following functionality:
 • “It maintains a constant speed for speeds over 35 km/h and under 200

km/h.
 • offers an interface (buttons) to increase/decrease the reference speed,

and
 • is able to resume its operation at the previous reference speed.
 • The CC operation is suspended when the driver presses the brake

pedal.”
The process graph that models the CC has 32 processes and 22 mes-

sages grouped in 4 task graphs. 
Figure C.1 shows the structure of the four task graphs that compose the

real life example. In the task graphs, the activities are marked with big cir-
cles for tasks and small black circles for messages. All tasks have periods
and deadlines equal to 460 ms. For each task we show the worst-case exe-
cution time, and for each message we show its worst case transmission
time. 
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The CC has a functionality grouped in five modules -- Electronic Throt-
tle Module (ETM), Anti-lock Breaking System (ABS), Engine Control
Module (ECM), Central Electronic Module (CEM) and Transmission
Control Module (TCM) --, that are mapped on an architecture consisting
of five nodes. Figure C.1 also shows the mapping of tasks on the five
nodes in the architecture.

Figure C.1: Real-Life Example
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As shown in Figure C.2, the nodes in the architecture are interconnected
by a heterogeneous ST/DYN bus, with 50% ST and 50% DYN bandwidth.
The period for the bus access cycle is 10 ms.

Figure C.2: Architecture of the Cruise Controller 

ST/DYN Bus

ABS CEM ETM ECM TCM

ST DYNSTST DYNDYN

10 ms
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